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Todd: New chamber
president/CEO
to be announced
Identity to be revealed
Thursday at annual dinner

Wednesday, July 17, 2013

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer

Official mum
at this time;
says news will
be continuation
of great things

The idea seemed out of reach last week.
Tuesday. though, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors Chairman Dr. Tim Todd revealed
that the new Chamber president/CEO will be named at Thursday
night's annual Chamber Dinner.
"I really did not think this could happen," Todd said, reminded
of how last week he had said in a Ledger & Times story that such
a result was "quite ambitious."
"Yes,it did seem that way. but a lot of dominos just kind of fell
into place. and it really is nice that this is going
to be able to happen like this. It was something
that a lot of people had hoped would happen and
now it's going to add to a great event."
The 86th Chamber Dinner is set for 7 p.m.
Thursday inside the CFSB Center on the Murray
State University campus. Todd said he believes
the official revealing of the new president/CEO
will happen near the end of the event at about
8:30.
Todd
Todd said the final pieces were put in place
late Monday after the full board met to approve
the findings of an II -person search committee that submitted the
name that came from a field of four finalists. Those four finalists
were all interviewed over an eight-hour period this past
Thursday. He said that-two of the finalists were from Murray and
Calloway County, while another was from another part of the
Commonwealth and still another was from out of state.
The person revealed Thursday will have the task of filling the
spot occupied the past five years by Lance Allison, who left
Murray-Calloway Chamber in May to assume president/CEO
duties with the Chamber of Commerce in Panama City Beach,
Fla. Allison will return this week to present the keynote address
at the dinner.
"What Lance was able to do as far as promotion helped enhance
this chamber's reputation, especially with two things. First, was
the 2012 National Chamber of the Year honor we received and,
second, is our national accreditation certification that we should
receive soon." Todd said. "Those two things, particularly, have
helped us build a platform that is attractive to national audiences,
and this provides even more of -a catalyst for local business
recruitment leaders to bring in more pieces. It is making our pie
bigger in regards to opportunities available and making more
jobs available.
"Selling this community, though, is a team effort. It takes a lot
of people from different groups to make this work."
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northeast around 6 mph in the
afternoon Chance of precipitation is 10 percent
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 74
Light east northeast wind
Thursday: Mostly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
after 11a m A high near 92
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correlates with tourism development
within the county and will be a boon for
the future of Murray.
The Murray Room in the CFSB Center
"Murray has been on the fast track
will be the site of a special tourism
recently for economic and community
announcement from the Murray
Converttion and Visitors Bureau.set for I growth," Carrico said. "The announcement will continue adding to great things
p.m. on July 24.
Erin Carrico, executive director of the
CVB, said the announcement directly
MI See Page 3A

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Planners
review
proposed
subdivision
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

JOHN WRIGHT Leciger 8. Times
Murray State University Interim President Dr. Tim Miller (far left) chats with Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (far tight) Tuesday evening in the toyer of Oakhurst
on the MSU campus. Miller and wife Patsy invited Calloway County leaders. including
Sheriff Bill Marcum (second from left) and Magistrate Johnny Gingles (second from right),
for dinner at the traditional home of the MSU president.

Fiscal Court gives approval
to treasurer's settlement
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnter
With the numbers balancing
out.
Calloway
County
Treasurer Anita Gallimore had
her final settlement for fiscal
year 2012-13 approved unanimously Tuesday by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
The settlement is a final
record of all receipts and disbursements of the county during the period beginning on

July I. 2012 and ending June
30.2013.
-They're all balanced to the
penny." Gallimore told the
magistrates
inside
the
Calloway District Courtroom.
"and that means it's been a
very good year."
"I'd also like to compliment
all of our office holders for
their control of expenses during this past year," added
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
after Gallimore's June report

showed the county with a total_
cash balance of more than $9.5
million. "That was enough to
last us until the taxes come in
so you like to see that.***
The magistrates also unanimously approved a resolution
showing they approve MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
submittal of the application for
a Homeland Security Grant

II See Page 3A

The
Murray
Planning
Commission approved preliminary plats Tuesday for an apartment complex and the first phase
of a planned subdivision.
By a vote of 6-1,commissioners
approved the preliminary plat for
Phase 1 of the proposed Vintage
Hills subdivision on Poor Farm
Road and Opportunity Drive. City
,West LLC & West Wind Rentals,
LLC own the 49.428-acre tract of
land, which is in the process of
being rezoned to R-4 (multi-family residential), The proposed
development would consist of 116
lots ranging from 0.31 to 0.57
acres,according to the report from
the city's planning department
staff.
The subdivision is planned in
three phases, and Phase I would
contain 31 lots. Matt Jennings
with City West said the local housing market would determine when
phases 11 and III would take place,
but that he would consider 10
years very fast for the entire development to take place. Jennings
said sidewalks would be constructed as the individual lots are
developed.
Mary Anne Medlock. who %oted
no on the plat. said she could not
support having 116 lots on 50
acres, and that she would prefer
low-density development in that
area.
The commission unanimously
approved a preliminary plat for a
proposed residential planned

II See Page 3A

Transit Authority starts
fiscal year with questions
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
The Murray-Calloway Transit Authority board
opened the 2013-14 fiscal year with a full plate
Tuesday morning, discussing front office pay raises,
a more directed and targeted transportation route for
Murray State University students and the defeat of
the county rider scholarship by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court.
The meeting opened with Board Chair Jeanne
Mathis reading from a letter written by the front'
office staff of the MCTA, who voiced concerns for
the increased cost of living and the 2.5 percent pay
raise granted to MCTA drivers during the June 18
board meeting.
"We were told performance evaluations would
take place in November and December for a wage
increase in January 2014," Mathis read from the letSee Page 4A

JOHN WRIGHT
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LEARNING TO GUIDE: Murray High School Tiger Band members Menn
Thawainin, left, Tommy Speed and Anna Cate Brown, right. are shown
Tuesday during a drill designed to train the players on guiding - using
peripheral vision to maintain straight lines while marching - that was part
of the group's annual Band Camp The camp will consist of two weeks of
instruction in advance of the 2013 marching season
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de % elopment project (PDP) at
1403 and 1405 Main Street.
Kenneth and Scott Adams are
proposing to purchase and
develop the property, which is
currently owned by Reggie
McNutt and has multiple residential structures on it that are
in disrepair. The staff report said
the property is located in a B-1
(neighborhood commercial)district. which allows residential
PDP as a conditional use. The
plat will next be reviewed by the
Board of Zoning Adjustments
for a conditional use permit.
The property consists of two
lots for a total of 1.29 acres, and
the preliminary plat shows two
two-story buildings with a total
of 24 two bedroom units. The
parking requirements for the
development would be 72 parking spaces, but the developers
would need a variance since
they are proposing 51 parking
spaces to provide more green
space.
During the public hearing, a
neighboring resident said he
would like to see the project go
forward but was concerned that
too few parking spaces were
planned. Another neighboring
resident said he was afraid that
Murray State University students living there would make
too much noise. Business owner
Ron "R.G." Gladden said he
thought it was good to build
more apartments for students on
Main Street because it would
help businesses in that part of
town.
The
commission
also
approved a revised plat for a
previously approved residential
PDP on Lowes Drive. The staff
report said developer Troy
Stovall decided he could
improve traffic flow on the
property by laying out the
development differently. He
will be moving a building and
adding an additional unit to
another building, bringing the
total number of units on the
property to 60.
The commission also voted to
change its bylaws to accept an
increase from $40 to $50 compensation per attended meeting
that was recently approved by
the Murray City Council.

that is designed for the MCCH
Ambulance Service to improve its
ability ty monitor and treat
patients before they arrive at the
hospital emergency room In a letter, Ambulance Service Director
Marty Bamen said heart monitors
currently kept on ambulances are
starting to become outdated.;
***
The magistrates also unanimously approved an agreement
between the county and the
Purchase Area Development
District to update the county's 911
dispatch mapping data one time
per year.
Updates will include:
• GPS collection of new road
centerlines using Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet mandated
procedures, techniques and attributes.
• Updated road names.
• Update road address ranges.
*Additional
attributes
as
required for the county's 911 map-

ping software.
• Correcting/updating centerline
ranges using GPS structure point
data when available.
The agreement will expire on
June 30,2014.
*3*

Elkins decided to postpone making appointments for the Calloway
County Public Library Board of
Trustees after 10 names were subtinned for five available positions.
Those names are: Sid Martin,
Paula Owen Compton. Teresa
Betts. Ricky Lamkin, Bryan
Westra. Deann Smith; Kathy Jo
Stubblefield; Adam Murray;
Rhonda Henderson, and James
Burkeen. Elkins said he will make
those appointments in time for the
August meeting.
***
Magistrate Johnny Gingles
reported that the process to either
repair or replace the clock inside
the clock tower atop the Calloway
County Courthouse is continuing.
He said a committee is continuing
to consider which option to take

and hopes to have a decision soon.
s..
Gingles also said he is hoping
something can be done to reduce
the speed limit on Brynn Road
north of Murray. Calloway
County
Attorney
David
Harrington said he would look
into the matter, believing that the
safest option is to find a similar
guideline to that used by the state
in determining the limits for the
roads they oversee.
**

Once the business was concluded at the Calloway County
Judicial Building, the scene shifted to Oakhurst. the home of the
president of Murray State
University, where all county officers shared dinner uith interim
MSU President Dr. Tim Miller
Miller hosted Murray city leaders
in a similar function last week.
"We want to use Oakhurst
uniquely, so I want to open this
place up to our community."
Miller said,directing comments to
his visitors. "You benefit from
the students, faculty and staff
here. We need to work together
to maintain that relationship"
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From Front
happening in Murray.Attendees to the event will be
Mike Mangeot, commissioner
of the Kentucky Department of
Travel and Tourism, as well as
Laura Cole, who serves as president/CEO of the Kentucky
Travel Industry Association.
According to the Kentucky
Department of Travel and
Tourism's annual economic
impact study, tourism expenditures in Calloway County rose
from nearly $67.5 million in
2011 to almost $72 million in
2012 - a 6.2 percent increase.
Murray was named the
-Friendliest Small Town in
America- by Rand McNally and
USA Today. The Murray CVB
initiated and played an integral
role in the bid for the award.
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TVA is considering the issuance of a Section 26ii permit for a proposed
commercial water-use facility and associated bank stabzation on the south
bank of Snipe Creek on Kentucky Reswvor in Murray. Calloway County, Ky.
Mark Predrick seeks to provide a three slip covered boat dock as an amenity
to his bed and breakfast located on adjacent private property. TVA is seeking
pubic comment as part of the environmental review process.
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Kentucky

News in Brief
Body of boy recovered from Ohio River
DEKCAAN. Ky. tAP) — Kentucky State Police report searchers
have found the body of a missing boy in the Ohio River.
Police said search crews found 3-year-old Carter Nall late
Monday night between Caseyville and Dekoven in Union County.
The boy was last seen alive by his uncle about 4:30 Sunday
afternoon near the family's boat on a sand bar. Police said the boy
had been wearing a life jacket. but took it off to play in the sand.

Trial begins in driveway shooting
BEN'ION. Ky.(AP) — The trial a Calvert City man charged
with murder in a fatal shooting in his driveway is set to begin in
Marshall Circuit Court.
The Paducah Sun reported that Tuesday's proceedings come after
attorneys for 55-year-old Billy Don Greer and prosecutors failed
to reach a plea agreement after Se% eral months of negotiations.
Commonwealth Attorney Mark Blankenship says a could not be
reached because the state refused to pull the murder charge off the
table.
Greer is charged with shooting and killing 32-year-old Darryl
Domingue after a reported altercation outside Greer's home Jan. 4.
Dominigue died after he was shot twice,once in the leg and
once in the torso. with a 12 gauge shotgun.

Ky asking public to avoid bridge over river
LEDBETTER. Ky. t .AP) — Kentucky officials are asking the
public to stay off the new U.S. 60 bridge over the Tennessee River
at Ledbetter.
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet spokesman Keith Todd told
the Paducah Sun work on the span is at a critical stage and people
run the risk of distracting workers by asking questions and taking
photos.
'Rd says state police and the Livingston and McCracken sherill's' departments hate been requested to assist with keeping people al% a) from the area.
"odd says the cabinet may be able to announce in the coming
week when two-lane traffic on the bridge will open.

Treasurer warns of unclaimed scams
ERA N. K1 ( )1:1, Ky.(AP) — State Treasurer Todd Hollenbach is
urging Kentuckians to be alert for scams involving unclaimed
property.
Hollenbach says several business firms are using the "Freedom
of Information Act" to obtain unclaimed property owner information. Their intent, he says. is to "sell" individuals an unclaimed
property search.
lie says there are also businesses, sometimes called "finders" or
-locators." that find legitimate lost property for owners and offer
to help them obtain it for a fee, usually a percentage of the total.
Hollenbach says most of those businesses abide by the law, but he
says there are many unclaimed property scams across the country.
Through his unclaimed property program, Hollenbach says he
has returned more than $84 million of lost and abandoned property to thousands of Kentuckians.
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Judge-executive pleads not guilty

BARBOURVILLE,Ky.(AP) — A southern Kentucky college is
hoping to help incoming freshman adjust quicker and stay longer
with a new program aimed at aiding the transition to life on campus.
The "Union College Experience" will bring freshmen to the
Barbourville campus a week before the fall semester starts. During
that week,students will be divided into groups and take part in
social activities and trips to help them become acquainted with fellow class members.
Vice President of Academic Affairs David L. Johns told The
Times-Tribune the campus will likely see 300 new students this
year for the free program. •
Johns says the program is expected to be especially helpful to
those first-generation college students whose parents don't have
the experience to help their children with the challenges of transitioning to college.

HARLAN,Ky.(AP) — Harlan County Judge-Executive Joe
Grieshop has pleaded not guilty to charges of burglary, official
misconduct and theft.
Grieshop entered the plea Monday before Harlan County
District Judge Ralph McClanahan.
The Harlan Daily Enterprise reported that Grieshop is due back
in court Sept. 9 for a preliminary hearing.
Grieshop was not indicted but arrested on a warrant that Sheriff
Marvin Lipfird obtained in Decedber.
According, to the criminal complaint against Grieshop, the
Judge-Executive entered a building and took items belonging to
others.

Random, anonymous art popping up
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Random pieces of metal art have
been showing up in front of a Lexington brewery, puzzling and.
amusing employees of the business.
West Sixth Brewing worker Sarah Landoll told WKYT-TV in
Lexington the sculptures first showed up about a month ago. but
nobody knows why or who is putting the artwork out.
The brewery staff says it started with a scrap metal sculpture of a
person pointing. That piece was later joined by a second little gift.
The latest piece of work now sits out front keeping watch over the
front door.
Customer Chris King says the art adds "to the culture" of
Lexington.

Judge declines to dismiss murder charges
Bl'RLING ION, Ky..(AP) — A judge in northern Kentucky has
refused to dismiss murder charges against a former Warren
County Sheriffs deputy accused of killing his parents four years
ago.
Boone Circuit Judge Tony Frohlich concluded that no evidence
was withheld from 42-year-old Michael Moore's attorneys and
that lab reports and notes were properly given to the defense. The
Kentucky Enquirer reported that Frohlich issued his ruling after a
90-minute hearing on Friday.
Moore's trial, expected to take seven weeks, is set to begin Aug.
12 at the Boone County Justice Center. The trial has been delayed
at least three times for various issues, including testing on DNA
evidence. Moore may be sentenced to death if convicted of two
counts of murder for killing his parents. Warren and Madge
Moore.

HENDERSON,Ky.(AP) — A former assistant soccer coach at
Henderson County High School has been sentenced to seven years
in prison for manslaughter for the shooting death of his wife.
The Gleaner reported that 37-year-old Steven M. Cotter
expressed remorse Monday at what he called the "horrible accident" that led to the death of his wife. Michelle. on May IS. 2012.
Cotter entered an Alford plea in April to second-degree
manslaughter. The Alford plea means Cotter acknowledges there's
enough evidence to cons ict him. but that he doesn't admit guilt.
Henderson Circuit Judge Karen Wilson told Cotter that probation
would "unduly depreciate" the seriousness of the crime.
Wilson remanded him to Henderson County Detention Center to
be held until he is placed in a Kentucky' Department of
Corrections prison.

Fayette inmate turns self in after escape

FRANKFORT. Ky.(Al') — The Moving Wall. a half-size replica of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C., will be
in the southeastern Kentucky city of Middlesboro next month.
Bell County Tourism President Judy Barton said an opening ceremony is set for 7 p.m. EDT on Aug. I, and the exhibit will
remain in place through Aug.5 in the downtown parking area.
Barton said local veterans organizations worked with tourism
officials to get the memorial to Middlesboro.
The wall lists 58.282 soldiers killed in action, many of whom
are from Kentucky. The memorial will be available for view
around the clock while it's in Middlesboro. For more information,
contact the Bell County Tourism office at (606) 248-2482 or(800)
988-1075.

Yannuth: Hard-hitting campaign by Grimes
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's only Democratic conis predicting Alison Lundergan Grimes will run the most
aggressive campaign that Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell has
seen from a challenger.
Grimes,the state's secretary of state, has kept a low profile since
announcing her bid to unseat McConnell next year.
U.S. Rep. John Yarmuth said Monday that Grimes will soon take
the fight to McConnell in what's shaping up as the most costly
race ever in Kentucky.
McConnell. the Senate's top Republican, got in a recent dig at
Grimes,saying she announced her candidacy and went into hiding.
gressman

LEXINGTON.Ky.(AP) — Authorities in Fayette County say an
inmate who escaped from a sheriffs car in Nicholasville has surrendered.
WLEX-TV reported 22-year-old Christian Cox turned himself in
early Tuesday in Lexington. Cox was being transferred from the
Jessamine County Detention Center on Monday afternoon when
he got out the back door of a Fayette County Sheriffs Office cruiser at a traffic signal.
Cox was originally wanted for probation violation. He now also
faces an escape charge.
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ter. "We feel that excluding the
office staff is saying we haven't
had a cost of living increase."
Mathis said the biggest current
need for the MCTA was to keep
driver pay competitive with surrounding cities, while front office
pay rates and positions remained
the same until further evaluations
could be conducted.
Robert Billington, representative of the Murray City Council,
said several factors play in to the
feasibility of wage increases,
including contract revenue from
the city and county, Murray
State's decision to cut portions of
the student route and Medicaid
and Medicare riders — all of which
provide income.
Bjarne Hansen,
executive director, confirmed raises
were budgeted into the near$650.000 ledger for the 2013-14
fiscal year.
Mark Welch, MCTA board
member, reported a meeting with
a university delegation concerning a customized, directed route
for students went well, but road
blocks remain before a contract is
negotiated.
Comprising of the Student
Government Association. Student
Affairs, the Hutson School for
Agriculture,the President's Office
and the Institute for International
Studies delegates, Welch said
agriculture and international students operate within strict time
tables, which would require designated buses for the routes and not
allow for deviated travel to and
from specific university stops.
Both Hansen and Welch
stressed a contract would be
brought before the MCTA board
before any action was taken.
Mathis also confirmed the
Calloway County Fiscal Court
has turned down MCTA inclusion
to the 2013-14 county budget,
marking nearly four years the federal entity has not received county
funding.
MCTA board member Darrel
McFenon made a presentation to
the fiscal court on May 21
requesting $9000 to cover the
cost for the anticipated increase of
county riders through Medicaid.
The rider "scholarship" would
have lowered the cost for $12
zones to $6 and $8 zones to $5
and decreased the transfer fee of
riders to SI .
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Displaced Kentucky elderly
moving to Ohio nursing homes

Virgil L. Jones Jr.
Graveside services for Virgil L. Jones Jr., 81, of Smithland. Ky..
were held at 2 p.m.on Tuesday.July 16.2013.at Paradise Cemetery,
with the Rev. Terry Mitcheson officiating. No visitation was scheduled
Mr. Jones died Sunday. July 14,2013. at Baptist
Health Paducah.
Born Friday. May 27. 1932, he was the son of the
late Virgil Jones and the late Ellen Gaines Jones.
He was of the Baptist faith and served as a sergeant
in the U.S. Army during the Korean War.
In addition to his parents. he was preceded in death by his son,
Rodney L. Jones; and brother. Ray Jones.
He is survived by his wife of 57 years, Shirley Jones. of
Smithland; daughters. Patricia Fondaw, of Paducah. and Amanda
Long. of Smithland; brothers, Thomas Jones, of Smithland, and
Donnie Jones, of Ledbetter; sister, Faye Archambeault. of Murray;
five grandchildren; one great-grandchild; and several nieces and
nephews.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

J.T. Dale
Funeral services for J.T. Dale. 93. of Puryear. Tenn.. will be held
Wednesday.July 17,2013,at 11 a.m. at LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Funeral Home, with John W. Dale and Jason Hart officiating. Burial
will follow in the Puryear City Cemetery. Visitation was held
Tuesday. July 16.2013.from 4-8 p.m. and will be
held Wednesday. July 17. 2013. from 9-11 a.m. at
the funeral home.
Mr. Dale died Sunday. July 14. 2013. at Henry
County Medical Center in Paris. Tenn.
He was born May 21, 1920, in Buchanan.Tenn.,
to the late Muncie and Eunice Atkins Dale. He was
married to Betty White Dale on July 30. 1944; she
preceded him in death Nov. 20, 1974. He was a
member of Glendale Church of Christ in Murray
and was the retired co-owner of Dale Brothers
Dale
Used Cars in Puryear, Tenn.. for 59 years with his
brother, Max Dale. who died Dec. 28,2011.
He is survived by his daughter. Glenda Dale Goetz and husband.
Gary. of Ft. Myers. Fla.: grandchild, Chris Gallimore and wife.
Angie Lyons, of Puryear. Tenn.; and sister-in-law. Sue Dale. of
Murray.
Serving as pallbearers will be Larry Brannon,Gene Schrader. Rex
Galloway, David Varner, Don Durst and Tommy Dan Story.
Arrangements are being handled by Ridgeway Funeral Home in
Paris, Tenn.

Janice 'Jan' Minard
Janice "Jan- Minard, 75. of Benton. Ky.. died Monday. July IS.
2013, at Baptist Health in Paducah.
Born Saturday, March 12. 1938, in Davenport.
Iowa.she was the daughter of the late Fred Leu and
the late Martha (Joy-Ashby) Leu. She was a member of the Faith Missionary Baptist Church in
Benton and sold Avon products for over 30 years.
She was *ceded in death by her parents, her
husband, Earl R. Minard and one sister, Gloria J.
Riley.
Mrs. Minard is survived by her sons. Robert
"Bob". Gite, of Benton, Raymond Gile. of
Louisville. and Steven Gile. of Benton; daughters,
Minard
Carol Kelly, of Las Vegas. Nev., Martha "Marti"
Howard,of Benton, Salena Gile. of Benton. and Pauline Shelburn.
of Benton; sister, Grace Marie Edwards,of Symsonia; 15 grandchildren; 12 great grandchildren, and 3 great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held Friday. July 19. 2013. at 11 a.m. at
the Faith Missionary Baptist Church in Benton, with the Rev. Bill
Amberg officiating. Interment will follow in Woodlawn Memorial
Gardens in Paducah.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. on Thursday. July 18, 2013.
at Collier Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: American Heart
Association. Great Rivers Affiliate. P.O. Box 15120. Chicago. IL
60693-5120;or the Faith Missionary Baptist Church Building Fund,
1258 US Hwy 641 N. Benton, KY 42025.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home.

Panama finds suspected weapons
aboard ship from North Korea
By JUAN ZAMOFtANO and
MICHAEL WEISSENSTEIN
Associated Press
PANAMA CITY(AP)- A North Korean ship carrying weapons system parts buried under sacks of sugar was seized as it tried to cross the
Panama Canal on its way from Cuba to its home country. which is barred
by United Nations sanctions from importing sophisticated weapons or
missiles. Panamanian officials said Tuesday.
A private defense analysis firm that examined a photograph of the find
said the ship appeared to be transporting a radar-control system for a
Soviet-era surface-to-air missile system.and Cuba later called the equipment on the boat "obsolete defensive weapons" from the mid-20th century.
A statement from Cuba's Foreign Ministry late Tuesday acknowledged
that the military equipment belonged to the Caribbean nation, but said it
had been shipped out to be repaired and returned to the island.
It said the 240 metric tons of weaponry consisted of two Volga and
Pechora anti-aircraft missile systems,nine missiles "in parts and spares,"
two Mig-2I Bis and 15 engines for those airplanes.
"The agreements subscribed by Cuba in this field are supported by the
need to maintain our defensive capacity in order to preserve national
sovereignty," the statement read.
It concluded by saying that Havana remains "unwavering" in its commitment to international law, peace and nuclear disarmament.
Earlier, Panamanian President Ricardo Martinelli said the ship identified as the 14000-ton Chong Chon Gang was carrying missiles and
other arms "hidden in containers underneath the cargo of sugar."
Martinelli tweeted a photo showing a green tube that appears to be a
horizontal antenna for the SNR-75 "Fan Song" radar, which used to
guide missiles fired by the SA-2 air-defense system found in former
Warsaw Pact and Soviet-allied nations, said Neil Ashdown. an analyst for IHS Jane's Intelligence.

Human Rights Watch/ AP Photo

Alleged National Security Agency Ieaker Edward Snowden
(left) attends a meeting with Russian activists and officials at
Sheremetyevo airport, Moscow. Russia's state RIA Novosti
news agency is quoting a Russian lawyer as saying that
Snowden has asked for a temporary asylum in Russia.
Federal Migration Service.

Snowden submits request
for asylum in Russia
By VLADIMIR
ISACHENKOV
Associated Press
MOSCOW (AP) - National
Security Agency leaker Edward
Snowden on Tuesday submitted
a request for temporary asylum
in Russia. his lawyer said.
claiming he faces persecution
from the U.S. government and
could face torture or death.
WikiLeaks. the secret-spilling
site that has been advising
Snowden. and Russia's Federal
Migration Service both confirmed the application request.
The service is required by law to
consider the application within
three months, but could do it
faster.
Snowden. who revealed
details of a U.S. intelligence
program to monitor Internet
activity, argued in his application that the reason he needs
asylum is "he faces persecution
by the U.S. government and he
fears for his life and safety.fears
that he could be subjected to torture and capital punishment,"
lawyer Anatoly Kucherena said
on Rossiya 24 television.
The
told
Kucherena
Associated Press that he met the
former NSA systems analyst in
the transit zone of Moscow's
Sheremetyevo airport to give
him legal advice and that
Snowden made the request after
the meeting.
Snowden has been stuck there
since he arrived on a flight from
Hong Kong on June 23. He's
had offers of asylum from
Venezuela. Nicaragua and
Bolivia. but because his U.S.
passport has been revoked, the
logistics of reaching whichever
country he chooses are complicated.
He said Friday at an airport
meeting with Russian rights
activists and public figures.
including Kucherena. that he
would seek at least temporary
refuge in Russia until he could
fly to one of the Latin American
nations that have offered him
asylum.
The temporary asylum would
allow Snowden to freely travel
and work in Russia. Kucherena
said. He chose to apply for temporary asylum and not political
asylum because the latter takes
longer to consider.
that
added
Kucherena
Snowden said he had no immediate plans to leave Russia.
According to Russian law, temporary asylum is provided for a

ell You

period of one year and could be
extended each year.
Snowden's stay in Russia has
strained already chilly relations
and
Moscow
between
Washington. Granting him asylum would further aggravate
tensions with the U.S. less than
two months before Russia's
President Vladimir Putin and
President Barack Obama are to
meet in Moscow and again at
the G-20 summit in St.
Petersburg.
Putin on Monday described
Snowden's arrival as an unwelcome present foisted on Russia
by the U.S. He said that
Snowden flew to Moscow
intending only to transit to
another country, but that the
U.S. intimidated other countries
into refusing to accept him.
effectively blocking the fugitive
from flying further.
Snowden previously had
sought Russian asylum, which
Putin said would be granted
only if he agreed not to leak
more information. Snowden
then withdrew the bid, the
Kremlin said.
During Friday's meeting in the
transit zone, Snowden argued
that he hadn't hurt U.S. interests
in the past and has no intention
of doing that. Putin did not say
Monday if that would be sufficient grounds for asylum. •
spokesman
Presidential
Dmitry Peskov said Tuesday.
according to the Interfax news
agency. that while Snowden
voiced his agreement with
Putin's condition, he has made
"no confirmation of that in writing."
Putin noted that Snowden
apparently did not want to stay
in Russia permanently. Asked
where the former NSA systems
analyst could go. Putin responded: "How would I know? It's his
life, his fate."
Mikhail Fedotov, the head of
Russia's presidential Human
Rights Council. said Tuesday
that Snowden should be granted
temporary asylum until the U.N.
refugee agency could ensure his
transit to a country that has
offered him permanent asylum.
It was not clear what the likelihood of that was.
Dan McNorton, a spokesman
for the U.N. refugee agency,
said Tuesday the agency's rules
prevent him from commenting
directly on any individual's case.
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CINCINNATI (AP) - An service.
The lack of beds is also leavexodus of northern Kentucky
elderly in search of a nursing ing some displaced patients livhome bed is costing Ohio tax- ing north of the Ohio River with
payers millions every year as fewer visits from friends and
many of the displaced settle in relatives. The drive to a nursing
southwestern Ohio facilities.
home in Mount Healthy. Ohio.
A lack of available beds for takes about two hours long for
senior citizens in the Kentucky Paul Smith of Taylor Mill, Ky.,
area neighboring Ohio is whose father lives in the facility
increasingly forcing many to and whom he says he can visit
move north of the Ohio river, „only once a week because of the
according to The Cincinnati long trip.
Enquirer. The newspaper's
"I would be there every day if
investigation showed that Ohio I could." Smith said. His father
taxpayers shell out more than $6 has dementia and Parkinson's
million per year for the disease.
Kentucky patients covered by
Kentucky mandates that
Medicaid. Sixty percent of the potential nursing home operacost is paid using federal dollars tors undergo a "certificate of
and the rest is picked up by the need" process, which officials
state.
say is designed to keep
Three northern Kentucky
Medicaid costs down and
counties have fewer than 1.500
ensure that supply and demand"
for
certified
beds
intersect at the right point. Ohio
Medicaid/Medicare patients,
not have a similar process.
does
whereas four counties in the
officials deny that the
Kentucky
greater Cincinnati area have
its number of beds
keeps
state
nearly 12,000 of the same beds.
lower than needed to take
facilities
assisted-living
Many
of Ohio's oversupply.
have recently opened in south- advantage
acknowledges that
one
though
western Ohio and are tapping
try to keep its
does
state
the
market.
Kentucky's
northern
control.
under
costs
Medicaid
According to state statistics.
way to
delicate
no
"There's
nearly 90 Medicaid patients left
Kentucky in 2011 and experts put it." Eric Friedlander. deputy
Kentucky's
for
say the number continues to secretary
Family
and
Health
for
Cabinet
rise.
"I deal with up to 100 families Services, told the newspaper.
a month, and I would say that "The more beds that are certibetween 10-20 percent wind up fied for Medicaid there are out
going across the river." said Ron there,the more costs there are to
Culyer, president of CarePatrol the state. That's why the certifiof Northern Kentucky,a nursing cate of need system was creathome referral and placement ed."
tit I:I:11
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AMVETS meeting held
Special to the Ledger
New
president
Jennifer
Matlick welcomed 19 members
and all officers to the July 7
meeting,the first of the 2013-14
Aux 45 year. After opening ceremonies, past president Nancy
Byford gave a brief report on the
state convention held in midJune in Gatlinburg. Byford
announced that Post/Aux 45 had
received the department hospitality
award
that
and
Commander Glenn Fowler was
voted "Commander of the
Year," two very prestigious
awards for the local organization. Aux 45 was also awarded
matching funds for a portion of
some fundraising expenses in
the amount of $512.
Several local auxiliary members were elected or re-elected

Louise Roe and Jeannie Mai are the stars ot
the new show Style. Pop. They have some east
stays to amp up your look and tweak ow in
your style rut
I. Louise. -Wear interesting shoes. They
are a great way to mix up your look_ For fail
try pointy -pumps in an eye catching color or
selwt loafers
2. Louise: "Start slow with color. Go for
burgundy or dark purple - they are warm but
not too far away from black, of try a colored
jt:CCSSOf)...
3. Louise: Layer on jewelry - "Chunky
rings and earnngs are fun Just never play up
more than two areas at a time and find an element to tie it all together • like, each has a
piece ot gold
4. Louiscs..-tkin't overspend on trends -The newest pieces don't stay in style as king
as a classic navy blazer. so don't spend a fortune Instead. get your fix that isn't expensive.
5 Jeannie: "Get inspired. Go to Instagram
and search amixingpnnts or adenimondenim
to get ideas or yourself.
I. Jeannie. -Make a 'Tweak' Swap out
buttons im jackets. You'd he shocked at how
different it makes J basic jacket feel. Starch
the shoulders of a button-clown shirt put it on
a hanger with sculpted shoulder, and spray on
starch It instantly adds polish and gives you a
lift
7 Jeannie.. Create control - "Mix texture,
like a soft Iskiuse and leather skirt. It makes
monochromatic looks feel totally new.
X Jeannie -Experiment with makeup. It's a
great was to try color without spending too
much:
With all the new fall arriving. it's the perfect time to "break out of youtstyle
Our sale continues. more markdowns, new
jewelry has arnved - more on the way. Just
arrived a large shipment of Vera Bradley
With all the back-to-school must-haves, you'll
love it"
Congratulations to Gkina Bugg who won
this weeks giveaway. "Like- and "Share- us
on Eacebook,or some in the store to be clipbk. This week's Name Gantt! is )(aye - you'll
eet 25'i tit a non-salt item if this is your
name
Stay tuned to nest week's fun and tashion
report...

ciaaraa
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#

VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2012

to department offices, including
Kristie Frye, president; Brenda
Leach, first vice president:
Wincie Wright, secretary: Jan
Doall, parliamentarian: Celinda
Keech, sergeant at arms; Carol
Block, Americanism: Shirley
Collins. scholarship: and Debby
Hill, ways and means.
At a board meeting held on
July 3, Matlick was presented a
tiara and scepter, which she
passed to each officer as they
gave their initial plans for the
coming year. Program chairmen
told of their planned events and
fundraisers, which include a
luau in August. a western night.
a Halloween party, the annual
children's Christmas party,
Troop Christmas, a Mardi Gras
dinner,
Mexican
gala,
Valentine's dinner, and a collection of school supplies, along
with several other activities to
be detailed later.
A new budget was presented
and,on comparison to the previous budget year end review, it
was approved, as was a preapproved project list which will
allow' members to participate in
given activities and be able to
count their volunteer hours and
expenses entailed in those
events.
Birthday wishes for July were
extended to Kristie Frye,Glenda
Gant, Charlotte Van Dyke and
Cheryl Lutz,
Wincie Wright gave an
overview of the long-range
National
the
for
plans
Convention scheduled in 2014
in Memphis. This will be a
major undertaking for Aux/Post
45 which will be expected to be
heavily involved in the planning
and execution of this event
throughout the coming year.
Brandy Norris won the door
prize, and Debby Hill, Celinda
Keech and Sue Wilson performed kitchen duty.

Antique auto club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region chapter of the
Antique Automobile Club of America will hold
its monthly dinner meeting at Sirloin Stockade
Thursday, July 18, at 6 p.m. The club is open to
anyone with an interest in antique vehicles, and
visitors are welcome. For more information
contact Terry Ridgley at 753-1829 or Howard
Brandon at 753-4389.

Datebook

NAMI support group to meet
The Murray NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness) Family
Support Group will meet Thursday, July 18, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Educational Services Building.
located on Eighth Street. The support group is for the family and
friends of persons diagnosed with mental illness. At each support
group meeting, a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard
in a safe,confidential and welcoming environment. For more information call 748-6133.

Arboretum to hold watermelon bust
The Murray State University Arboretum, located at Pullen Farm,
will hold a watermelon bust Thursday. July 18, at 7 p.m.
Watermelon and lemonade will be served. The event is free and the
public is invited to attend.

Homer and Vannetta Bullard
Homer and Vannetta Bullard, of Murray. celebrated their 70th
wedding anniversary Sunday. March 24, 2013. at their home with
family. Mr. Bullard will celebrate his 90th birthday Tuesday. July
30.2013.
They were married in luka. Miss.,on that date in 1943.
Mr. Bullard was an electrician for U.S. Steel Mill in Gary.Ind.,for
over 30 years. Mrs. Bullard was a homemaker. They lived in
Chesterton. Ind., until retiring to their family farm in 1978.
They are the parents of Jackie Hill and husband. David. of
Murray; and the late Barbara Diane Murphy. Their grandchildren
are Summer Grogan and husband. Jason. and Jared Hill. both of
Murray. Dwain Kester and wife. Michele. of Dallas, Texas, Lanette
Conder and husband. Ted, of Lake Wylie, NE.. and Lisa DeVault
and husband. Rick, of York, S.C. They have five great-grandchildren and five great-great-grandchildren.
Notes or cards may be sent to Mr. and Mrs. Homer Bullard. co
Jackie Hill, 4698 Airport Road. Alm°, KY 42020.

and makeup pickup for 10th,
Murray High School has 11th. and 12th grades Aug. I.
released a clarification of its fee The times for these dates are 811 a.m.and 12:30-3:30 p.m.The
day schedule for 2013-2014.
will. be closed from 11
office
During MHS fee days, struc12:30 p.m.
until
a.m.
tures are based on each student's
orientation will be
Freshman
class schedule and fees required
2,from 9 a.m.
Aug.
Friday.
held
class/ipstructor.
each
by
Schedule pick up/fee days are as to 3 p.m. Incoming freshmen
follows: senior - July 29,junior -will attend an orientation, fol- July 30. sophomore - July 31. low their abbreviated class

schedule, and enjoy a complimentary lunch. Parents are invited to attend the welcoming
introduction to MHS conducted
by Terep Speed, MHS principal.
Back to School supply lists
and other information is availat
able
www.murray.kyschools.us.

Hamilton to speak at NBSG meet

her personal
Lisa Robin Sanford spoke transformation,
about her journey of faith at a Sanford said.
Sh,re
Ing !him; I El et
,
ti
my
recent meeting of the New "From
305 South 12th • Murray, KY • 755•7141
www.dkkolley.corn
creGod
mess,
Of
Group.
Support
Beginnings
•
ated a message
and made me
His messenger.
Pain became
healing. Trials Sanford
Home &Garden Decor •Wreaths• Furniture • Metal
turned into triMetal: Benches,Planters, Animals, Letters,
umphant victory, and hopelessWreaths, Home Decor & Painted Furniture!
ness became faith."
Storewide Specials,Too! avre.11: The next NBSG meeting will
be held Saturday. July 20, at
'
Hoxrs- Mon..Thurs.$ Fri. 10-0. 000.4-5:00eNt'Sat I 0:00isia-4:00Pia
.'Westside Baptist Church, 207
hwy. 641 • Southaide Shopping Center
, Robertson Road S., Murray,
• r a
Suite F & C • Murray, KY 42071
with Courtney Hamilton as the
Special to the Ledger

-k(0-1(-1(fllfT

eat

25% Off!

Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church

VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL

?kir

1 t. ti It. ay

keynote speaker. Hamilton, a
of
resident
Murray. is the
of
founder
of
Women
Worship and is
associate minister at New
Beginnings Hamilton
in
Ministry
Water Valley. A potluck meal
will begin at 6:30 p.m. and the
program will start at 7 p.m.
Parking is available at the rear of
the building. For more information or a ride, call Ron or Linda
Wright at 753-0156.

You are invited
to our
Gospel Meeting
•and
Homecoming!!

9:00 AM - 12:30 PM
At this exciting
fun fair, kids will
experience the
love of Jesus,
meet welcoming
neighbors from
the Bible, and
explore the every
day life of
neighbors from
other countries!
Lunch will be provided.

5161 Radio Road • Dexter, KY

Red Cross to hold drive

Kala Dunn,
An American Red Cross blood drive will be
Community
held Friday, July 19, from 10 a.m. to 4 pm. at
editor
the Curris Center on the campus of Murray
State University. Double red cell donations and
regular blood donations will be accepted. To schedule an appointment call 1 -800-RED-CROSS.

Special to the Ledger

Saturday,
July 20th

email: communitynews@marrayledpettolo

DATEBOOK

2nnkersary

MHS announces fee day schedule

Irs, So

Murray Lt

BETHLEHEM
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10215 Shady Grove Road
Buchanan,TN 38222

Speaker: Lexie B.Ray
Song Leader: Rodney Ray
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Monday-Wednesday: 7:30 p.m.
Pot Luck Dinner Sunday After Services!

Stroke/head injury support group to meet
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday, July
18,at 5:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. The program
will be the first part of a video ticleCYou've Had a Stroke ... Now
What?" For more information contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

MCCH seeks 0-Negative donors
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Donor Center is in
need of all blood types but especially 0-Negative blood. The center will be taking donations at the First Baptist Church fellowship
hall Wednesday, July 17, from 5:30-8 p.m. For more information
contact Beth Wiggins at 762-1119.

Senior Center to sponsor Ireland trip
The Murray Senior Center is sponsoring a trip to Ireland March
18-25,2014. An informational meeting will be held Thursday, July
25, at 12:30 p.m. in the Yellow Room of the Senior Center, which
is located at 607 Poplar St. Brochures are available. For more information contact Teri Cobb at 753-0929.

Free boating safety class to be offered
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources will offer a free boating safety class
Saturday. July 20, at the Clarks River National Wildlife Refuge
Bunk House near Benton. The class will meet from 9 a.m. until
approximately 4 or 5 p.m. Pre-register and receive a study guide by
contacting Beale Canon at 753-4934, Scott Barrow at 227-6121 or
Lee Cope at 703-7183.
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Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Fun ride set for Thursdays
GearUp Cycles, 104 N. 15th St.. Murray, will hold a 90-minute
fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway County
beginning at 5:30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at Mugsy's
restaurant, Murray. for a post-ride hangout. The public is invited.

Dance to be held at W.O.W.
The Just Breakin' Even Band will provide music for line dancing,
couples dancing and rhythm dancing every Thursday night at the
Woodmen of the World Building, 330 CC Lowry Drive, in Murray.
The public is invited to attend.

Pictured II
Hospital A
King, Loui
Mission Ir

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For information call Dot at 753-4803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Registration for fishing tourney now open
Big Bass Splash, the world's largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug:17- 18 at Paris Landing, Buchanan,
Tenn. Amateurs will fish from banks, docks and boats. Weigh-ins
are held hourly, with the biggest bass each hour earning a share of
the prize money. Prizes will be awarded for exact weighs.early bird
entries,random elimination drawing and optional bonus games. For
more information or to register for the event, visit www.sealyoutdoors.com

Good Life to travel to NYC
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14-18. The group will see the Rockettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall, attend a Broadway show, go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's and participate in sightseeing, shopping
and more. Limited seating is still available. For information or to
sign up contact bsykes@themurraybank.com or call 767-3338.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O.
Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.

GetConnected website available
Volunteer Murray is an online website for volunteerism in Murray
and Calloway County. The website offers volunteers a list of opportunities to help local nonprofits. Visit www.volunteermurray.org to
sign up. Nonprofit organizations may also use the system by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information call 753-0317.

Benefits assistance provided for veterans
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free
service provided by the state of Kentucky. For more information
contact Ron McClure, Regional Field Representative. Kentucky
Department of Veterans Affairs(KDVA)at 247-2455 ext. 73905.
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Friedrich comes to MCCH
after serving at Vanderbilt
Kristie Friedrich, ARNP, has
the
joined
Occupational
Medicine Clinic at Murray
Calloway County Hospital. to
lead the staff in work-related
health services.
The clinic handles occupational medicine services to employers throughout the region with
the goal of keeping their
employees healthy and productive. Friedrich and her staff
accomplish this through numerous services, from pre-employ- ;
ment, annual or Haz-Mat physicals and DOT exams to workplace injury and illness treatment.
Friedrich comes to MCCH
after working as an RN and
APRN in many capacities,
including neonatal care at
Vanderbilt Children's Hospital,
as a flight nurse for Air Evac
Lifeteam and, most recently,
working with the underserved

population on the Indian Health be working with the Wellness
Reservation in Montana and at Works program at MCCH to
the Interior Community Health develop health/wellness educaClinic in Fairbanks, Alaska.
tion and disease management
"At OccMed.I can incorporate programs to encourage workers
my family medicine
to take responsibiliskills and urgent
ty for their own
care skillset into
health. This includes
occupational medibehavior change in
cine."
areas such as tobacFriedrich
said. "My job is to
co use, exercise/fitmaximize employee
ness, nutrition and
control,
and
productivity
weight
reduce costs by
stress management
control of
effectively lowering
and
disability claims,
chronic illnesses.
Calloway
A
reducing on-the-job
injuries and absenCounty resident for
13 years. Friedrich
teeism, and ,improN ing employee health Kristie Friedrich enjoys camping and
and safety."
Will lead MCCH staff in outdoor activities
Friedrich will col- work-related health sal/. with her husband
and six children.
laborate with the ices.
For more informaemployer to identify
when an employee's health sta- tion on occupational medicine
tus, with respect to the job services at MCCH, call (270)
duties, poses a risk. She also will 762-1526.

Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

40 YEARS: Linda Norsworthy. center, recently celebrated 40 years of service to MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Norsworthy is a cashier in the business office

HCMC prepares
for 'Chairs'event

Special to the Ledger
The Caring Hearts Fund of
Paris and Henry County
Healthcare Foundation and the
Cancer Care. Center of Henry
County are gearing up for the
second annual "Chairs That
Care" Auction and Social on
Aug. 3 at the Paris Winery, with
events starting at 4 p.m. and
concluding around 7 p.m.
support of hospitals statewide', the Medicaid Managed Care
Special to the Ledger
Tickets for the event are $10
particularly for his leadership' program.
and include a free wine tasting,
State Senator Bob Leeper was with Medicaid Managed Care
"We applaud and support
drinks and Hor d'oeuvres, musirecently at Lourdes to accept the issues. Senator Leeper also Senator Leeper's continued
cal entertainment by Trifekta
Kentucky Hospital Association serves as Chair of the Senate efforts to improve the health of featuring Mark McWherter,
Legislative Champion Award. Appropriations and Revenue the citizens in western Kentucky Tabitha Myrick and Jim Merrell.
Mike Rust, President of the Committee, introduced legisla- and the Commonwealth," said along with the silent and live
Kentucky Hospital Association, tion in the spring session that Lourdes President and CEO, auction of the donated chairs
presented the award to Senator addressed several issues hospi- Steven Grinnell.
made by community member.
Leeper and thanked him for his tals were experiencing related to
Tickets can be purchased at the
Cancer Care Center of Henry'
Ciounty, the HCMC Pink Petal
Gift ShopLrand My Favorite
Things.
For more information on how
to donate a chair, please contact
Casey Brown at 731-644-3522

Leeper receives Legislative Champion Award from KHA

'or nearly three generations.
Itirra Vioman's Clinic has
votected the health and
1% dines. of the s iinen o1
%ester!) Kentucky and
torthwe•t I enncssee.
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Photo provided

Pictured left to right: Tom Butterbaugh. Baptist Health Paducah, Sarah Nicholson, Kentucky
Hospital Association VP Government Relations, Gina Leeper. Baptist Health Paducah. Lynn
King. Lourdes Director of Operational Excellence and Mark Desmond, Lourdes Vice President.
Mission Integration.
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HEARING IS BELIEVING

With AGX Invisible Hearing Aids
Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial!

888.717.0030

,keep
ceep of the

ierans
and assisis is a free
iformation
Kentucky
t. 73905.

270-293-7okr

Barry E. Newsome

Brad Lowe

Fii,antial Rep/esental,

Field Rept esentatrve

270-753-3422

270-873-9122

When it comes to our homes, cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat,
we often aspire to something bigger and better.Your savings should be
no different.
Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment Life Insurance certificate,
the Enhancer, may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones
•Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
•Tax-deferred gain until received
• Avoid the hassles of probate
• Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary

Hazel are
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Shawn Hale

,,tative

270-226-4885

270-767-0077

270-705-7303

Robert Vaught

Bucky Er-win
iield Re.

Paducah
150 Brett Chase, Ste B

Murray
1711 N 111 Bypass

Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taxes.
Accumulation Universal Life Certificate ICCII 8307 5-11.8307 5-11 (XX)
Single Premium "Whole Life Certificate 04-XX-0409

Tony Milliano, Au.D.l AAA, doctor of Audiology
Whitney Cope, Au.D Dotter of Audiology

www.wkyhearing.com

United
Way

,

WOODM EN.L

iltiolgyCertifled

Please support the
United Way of
Murray-Calloway County

(if theWOR1
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society
Home Office Omaha. Nebraska
woodmen org
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ALL-STAR GAME

Exit Sandman, Mo wins MVP
MIKE FITZPATRICK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Mariano Rivera reported for
work an inning early,and walked
off to a fitting tribute.
Summoned in the eighth to
make sure he would pitch in his
final All-Star game. the New
York Yankees' indomitable closer
tossed a perfect inning and
soaked up a pair of standing ovations while helping the American
League to a 3-0 victory over the
National League on Tuesday
night at Citi Field.
Rivera, who took home MVP
honors, and nine other pitchers
combined on a three-hitter for the
AL. which snapped a three-game
losing streak and regained homefield advantage in the World

He came in from the bullpen
to Metallica's "Enter Sandman"
just like across town at Yankee
Stadium, and was left alone on
the field for more than a minute
to take in a rousing ovation.
"It was a great moment. He is
one of the best pitchers that's ever
played this game," Tigers outfielder Torii Hunter said.
Players on both sides clapped
from the top of the dugout steps.
and he tipped his cap to the
crowd.
Then he went to work,retiring
three straight hitters on 16 pitches before walking off to another
ovation.
"It was tough. It was special,"
an emotional Rivera said.
"Seeing the fans sharing and both
teams standing out of the dugout.
managers, coaches players,

Series. Joe Nathan saved it in
Rivera's place after the Amencan
League scratched out a pair of
runs and got an RBI double from
Jason Kipnis.
Robinson Cano hobbled off
early after getting hit by a pitch
from crosstown rival Matt
Harvey of the hometown Mets.
X-rays were negative and Cano
said he shouldn't miss any games
for the Yankees.
Harvey and opposing starter
Max Scherzer were among a
record 39 first-time All-Stars in a
game that featured four players
21 or younger — baseball's next
generation.
Both came out throwing 99
mph heat, but it was Rivera.at 43
the oldest All-Star since 1991,
who was the center of attention in
his farewell season.

priceless."
It was the ninth All-Star game
in New York — most for any city
— and second in five years after
a farewell to old Yankee Stadium
in 2008. But the only other time
the Mets hosted was during Shea
Stadium's debut season in 1964.
when Philadelphia Phillies outfielder Johnny Callison hit a
game-ending homer in the ninth.
This one gave the struggling
Mets a chance to pack their cozy
ballpark for one of the few times
all season. Fans chanted Harvey's
name during pregame introductions. and the 24-year-old sensation delivered with three strikeouts in two shutout innings.
He walked off to a standing
ovation and received a pat on the
back from NL manager Bruce
•See ALL-STAR GAME,8A

NA1

Atlanta
Washington
Philadelphia
New York
PAWN

St Louis
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
Chocago
Milwaukee

Arizona
Los Angeles
Colorado
San Franascc
San Dego

•Brit
From Pag,
PHOTO
Yankee closer, Mariano Rivera, is congratulated by
Royals' catcher Salvador Perez as he walks off Citi Field.
MATT SLOCUM, AP

LADY TIGER
SOFTBALL

CALLOWAY COUNTY GOLF

BRITISH OPEN

Muirfield

Grogan
resigns from
head
softball
coach
at MHS

produces the
worthiest of
Open champs
PAUL NEWBERRY
AP National Writer
GULLANE. Scotland (AP)
— From behind the 18th green,
Paul Azinger stared out toward
a golf course where he nearly
won a major title, where so
many greats of the game have
carved their names on the
claret jug.
Sure, it's a classic links layout — right by the sea, filled
with inexplicable humps in the
fairways. terrifying bunkers
stuck in the strangest of spots
and knee-high grass ready to
punish a wayward shot.
But Muirfield is different.
Thtre are all those quirky
elements that make it worthy of
a British Open_There's just —
uhhh. how should we put this?
— not TOO many of them.
"It's not a luck-fest out
there." Azinger said Monday.
as the world's top golfers
arrived en masse to prepare for
the third major of the season.
"If you make the ball do what
you want it to do. you'll play
well."
Maybe that's the reason the
roster of winners looks more
like a who's who of the sport.
Walter
Vardon.
Harry
Hagen. Gary Player. Jack
Nicklaus. Lee Trevino. Tom
Watson. Nick Faldo. Ernie Els.
And let's not forget Harold
Hilton. James Braid and Henry
Cotton.
Of the 13 players to win the
Open at this course east of
Edinburgh. 11 are enshrined in
the World Golf Hall of Game
(and you can make a pretty
strong case that another, Ted
Ray,should be). Only Alf Perry
looks a bit out of place on this
elite list, and even he was a
three-time member of Britain's
Ryder Cup team in the 1930s.
Not a stiff in the bunch.
"That's not a fluke." Faldo
said. "You have to have a good
mind game. You have to know
where you're going to land it.
where the next bounce is and
where the run is."
And, of course, have the
ability to pull it off.
Faldo recalled his second
'victory at Muirfield in 1992,
with Fanny Sunesson on 'the
bag.
"That's what we worked out
so well," he said. "where to
land the ball 20 yards short of
the green. which way it would
kick, and obviously where it
would stop. That's part of the
calculations. But you've got to
land the ball from A to B first.
And that has to be a solid shot.
If that's a mis-hit, the ball does')See BRMSH OPEN,9A

Staff Report
Murray High softball coach
Rick Grogan has resigned, citing increased duties in his job
at Murray State.
Grogan has spent the last
two seasons in charge of the
Lady Tigers. leading Murray to
a regional tournament berth in
2012.
Grogan, who was a standout
baseball player at Murray High
and Murray State, resigned
Monday.
—1 believe that- with the help
from Administration- our players, families, coaching staff.
and sponsors were able to make
significant progress in many
areas in terms of moving the
program forward." Grogan said
in a letter to MHS officials."
Consequently. I believe that
with the right coach in place.
this program is on the verge of
in See SOFTBALL,9A

NICK DOLAN / Ledger & Times
The Calloway County Lakers
and Lady Lakers golf teams
hit the links Tuesday morning for their opening practice rounds of the summer.
Both squads teed off at 9
a.m. at The Oaks Country
Club.(Above) Junior Connor
Wagner tests his short game
with a shot from about 50
yards out as his playing
partners look on. (Right)
Senior Summer Simmons
putts for par on the 12th
green after laying up inside
10 feet of the hole.

MURRAY HIGH
SOCCER

UNITED STATES MENS NATIONAL TEAM

Brek Shea's late goal lifts United
States past Costa Rica, 1-0
BARRY WILMER
AP Sports Wnter
EAST HARTFORD. Conn.
(AP) — Brek Shea didn't expect
to get off the bench Tuesday
night. When he did, he grabbed
the role of hero for the United
States.
Shea. who struggled in an
earlier Gold Cup appearance.
scored his first international goal
off a feed from Landon Donovan
in the 82nd minute, giving the
United States a 1-0 victory over
Costa Rica and the top spot in its
group.
Seconds after Sean Johnson
made a brilliant save off a corner
kick. Joe Corona cleared the ball.
setting up the winning sequence.
The veteran Donovan, trying to
work his way back into a starring
role on the national team after a
self-imposed hiatus,took the ball
on the right side. He quickly
spotted Shea, who came on just

live minutes earlier, streaking
down the middle.
Donovan's pass hit Shea in
stride, and the Stoke City player
sent a left-footed shot from 15
yards off goalkeeper Patrick
Pemberton for the winner. the
Americans' eighth straight victory. a team record.
"It's good," Shea said, downplaying his massive contribution
after struggling earlier in the
tournament. "First U.S. goal.
only goal of the game,it wins the
group. Really good.
"I still prepare the same way.
but honestly, no." he added when
asked if he thought coach Jurgen
Klinsmann would use him.
Klinsmann did call on Shea,
showing faith in a player who
has had his ups and downs in the
national program.
"We have a lot of young players coming through the ranks."
Klinsmann said. "All these players, we need to carefully build

them and support them when
things go wrong. Eventually. it
will pay off."
The Americans will play El
Salvador in the quarterfinals
Sunday in Baltimore. while
Costa Rica meets Honduras in
the knockout round.
Shea's goal broke a 785minute string without being
scored upon for Costa Rica. It
followed Johnson, considered a
fourth-stringer at best in the net
for the United States, making a
clutch stop on Carlos Johnson.
"Once I made the save, we
just tried to get it out of there,"
Sean Johnson said. "Then I saw
it cleared and we're breaking the
other way. It created an opportunity and we finished it."
The match was played in
slightly different conditions than
the last time the nations met.
That was in a blizzard in Denver.
with the United States edging
Costa Rica 1-0 in a World Cup

qualifier. Tuesday night, there
was plenty of moisture on the
pitch just before kickoff, but it
came from sprinklers trying to
keep the turf in shape during a
northeastern heat wave.
With both sides already having clinched moving on in the
CONCACAF championship, not
much happened offensively until
late in the match in front of
25.432.
Early in the second half,
Costa Rica captain Pemberton
came out of his net,collided with
a teammate outside the area and
then had the ball hit him squarely in the hands. He was given
only a yellow card, however.
then immediately made saves on
Jose Tones'curling fire kick and
Donovan's shot off a rebound.
That sequence opened up
play for a while, but then it deteriorated into sloppiness and
some roughness in , midfield
See GOLD CUP,9A
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new head

coaches
Soccer
practice
started
Monday at Murray High School
with two new head coaches in
place.
Long-time Murray High
assistant coach Martin Son succeeds Jim Baurer as the coach of
the Tigers while Samantha Van
Hooser takes over the Lady Tiger
program
from
Mickey
McCuiston — who left last month
for Graves County.
Son has spent the last seven
years as a Tiger assistant. He succeeds Baum, who stepped down
to focus on athletic director
duties at Murray High.
The Tigers were 5-10-3 in
2012. failing in the district tournament to Calloway County.
"Selecting Martin Son as our
next boys soccer coach at Murray
High will make for an easy transition with our players." Baurer
•See SOCCER,9A
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II Softball...

III Soccer...

From Page BA
taking another big step forward.
Having stated this, my
responsibilities with my work
at Murray State are only
increasing due to the impending retirement of my director. I
will therefore, need to spend
much more time and effort
focusing on my responsibilities
there."
Grogan is the Assistant to
the Director for Grounds and
Building Services in the
facilites management deparment at Murray State.
The Lady Tigers were 19-13
in 20(2 before falling to 13-18
in 2013. Murray loses just one
senior from the squad which
battled key injuries all spring.
Murray High officials said
the head softball coaching
would be posted as soon as
possible.

III Gold Cup'••

From Page BA
said. "Having been part of our
program for quite a while, we
know that we haoe hired a quality person to lead our program."
Van Hooser was a standout
player at Caldwell County and
Kentucky Wesleyan.
She inherits as a Lady Tiger
team that 23-3 last season,losing
in the state quarterfinals to
Lexington Tates Creek,. Murray
lost seven seniors from the 2012
squad.including five Lady Tigers
who signed scholarship offers
from Murray State. Murray has
won the last three regional titles.
"We are very pleased to have
a trio of new coaches for OUT
Murray High Girls soccer program," Baurer said. "Samantha
Gilkey Van Hooser. our head
coach,will bring competitiveness
and intensity to our team while
Lauren Kelly as assistant coach
will work closely with keepers
and technical aspects of the
game. Amy Meloan. a former
player will also join the staff.
We are very pleased and think the
three will complement each other
very well."

From Page 8A
between teams vo ith no love lost.
U.S. captain DaMarcus
Beasley took a nasty spill and
was run over by Rodney Wallace
early in the match. A woozy
Beasley sat out three minutes
before returning — and almost
immediately stripped the ball
from Wallace.
His teammates struggled to
link up, showing their lack of
familiarity with each other.
through the first. 20 minutes.
Klinsmann's charge is to find the
right combinations to get the
Americans into the World Cup
— they lead CONCACAF qualifying through six games with 13
points, while Costa Rica is next
with 11 — and then perform
well in Brazil. He's using the
Gold Cup to test as many players
as possible. while giving most of
the national team regulars who
have done so well in qualifying a
breather.
"It's good giving them a taste
of these kind of battles."
Klinsmann said of using multi-

•British Open...
From Page BA
n't rea1/4:t c lose to what you
intend. You look at all those
guys. we all hit it pretty darn
solid in our era."
At the other eight courses in
the Open rotation, that's not
always the case.
A crazy bounce here. An
unexpected
roll
there.
Suddenly, the door is open for
an improbable winner, someone like Ben Curtis or Todd
Hamilton.
Muirfield is more straightforward, with few blind shots.
and the way it's laid out — with
two loops of nine holes running
in opposite directions — evens
out the devilish breezes.
assuming they don't suddenly
change directions during the
course of a round.
"It's not going to bad luck
you to death," said Azinger,
who made that assessment even
though he bogeyed the final
two holes of the 1987 Open and
lost to Faldo by a single stroke.
"It's a terrific course."
Given what has happened
here before, this would seem
the most appropriate spot for
Tiger Woods, ranked No. 1 in
the world, to end the longest
major-less drought of his
career — more than five years
and counting. If not him, how
about second-ranked Rory
McIlroy. just 24 but already a
two-iime major champion and
less than a year removed from
his runaway victory at the PGA
Championship?
But Woods is coming back
from an injured elbow, so no
one is quite sure what kind of
shape he'll be in when the shots
start counting for real at
Muirfield. Even when healthy.
the aura of invincibility he
once held over the rest of the
field has slowly faded away
since the last of his 14 major
titles at the 2008 U.S. Open.
Woods insisted Tuesday that
his elbow is fully healed. Even
though he shot his worst round
as a professional at Muirfield.
an 81 in miserable conditions
during the third round of the
2002 Open. he has great
respect for the course.
"I mean. look at the list of

r

past champions, the number of
Hall of Famers that have won
here." Woods said. "You can't
just hit one way. You have to
shape it both ways and really
control the shots, ... You're
playing almost in kind of a circle, in a sense, because you've
got so many different angles
and so many different winds.
You have to be able to maneuver the ball both ways."
That doesn't bode well for
McIlroy. His game is in disarray after he switched to new
clubs and a new ball this season, in addition to dealing with
off-the-course issues involving
his management team.
"I'm very surprised that just
11 months (since that eight-,
shot win at Kiawah Island) he
would've become an afterthought." Azinger said. "He is
adrift."
Woods still draws the
biggest crowds, and there's no
denying his fellow competitors
keep an eye out for him on the
leaderboard. But, while he's
resumed his dominating ways
in regular PGA Tour events
since changing his swing and
battling through well-documented personal problems, he
no longer looks unbeatable on
the biggest stages.
"Tiger is in a different mode
where he's winning regular
tournaments, but he gets to the
majors and something hap:
pens." Faldo said. "The selfbelief you have to have, maybe
there's a little dent in there. He
hits the wrong shot at the
wrong time, where before Tiger
would hit the right shot at the
right time."
Azinger said Woods' issues
are more physical than mental
at the moment, all because of a
body that seems to be aging

-40-1T
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much quicker than his still rer
atively young age (37).
"You can't play good golf,"
Azinger said. "with a bad
elbow."
There's nothing wrong with
McIlroy physically. but he's
suddenly playing second fiddle
to players such as Adam Scott
and Justin Rose,the winners of
the year's first two majors.
When Scott captured the
Masters in a playoff. McIlroy
was never much of a factor on
the way to finishing 25th.
When Rose held on to win the
U.S. Open, the young Irishman
limped to the end in 41st.
From Azinger's perspective,
McIlroy lost the baseline on his
game when he changed up all
that equipment. When something goes wrong, he's not sure
what might be contributing to
the problem — the club or the
ball. He's trying to figure it all
out again,and that's not easy to
do when you're in the midst of
the season, even for a player
with his enormous skills.
Faldo, meanwhile, urged
McIlroy to eliminate some of
the distractions that have
cropped up since hi surged to
stardom.
"You have a window of
opportunity." the three-time
Open champion said. "That's
my only words of wisdom to
Rory. You have, say, a 20-year
winctow
athlete.
an
as
Concentrate on golf. nothing
else. Hopefully when you
retire. in your 40s or 50s. you
have another 40 years to enjoy
it. So just concentrate on golf."
Even if Woods falters again
and McIlroy continues to struggle, Muirfield will likely produce a worthy champion.
That's just the way it goes at
this place.

pie lineups. "We'll keep on
building this and giving them
opportunities whenever possible."
Neither goalkeeper was particularly threatened until U.S.
defender Clarence Goodson got
free on the left side of the box
late in the first half. His left-footed drive was deflected out of
bounds by the defense.
Costa Rica played a tightly
packed defensive style for much
of the match, but coach Jorge
Luis Pinto felt his players handled themselves well.
"The only thing we lacked
was getting the goal," Pinto said.
"The United States got the goal,
we didn't."
Notes: The other quarterfinals have Mexico vs. Trinidad
and Tobago, and Cuba vs.
Panama on Saturday in Atlanta.
... Costa Rica had won eight
straight internationals. ... The
shutout was the first against the
Ticos in 12 Gold Cup matches.
... The United States is 13-12-6
all-time against Costa Rica.

•All-Star Game...
From Page 8A
Bach) of the San Francisco
Giants, the defending World
Series champions.
Harvey was the youngest AllStar starting pitcher since former
Mets ace Dwight Gooden was 23
a quarter-century ago — and the
first from the home team since
Houston's Roger Clemens in
2004. Gooden cheered Harvey
on from the stands.
All the buildup might have
made the phenom a little too
excited at the start. Mike Trout
doubled inside first base on his
opening pitch,and Harvey drilled
Cano just above the right knee
with a 96 mph fastball on the
third.
In obvious pain. Cano initially
stayed in the game but limped off
after Triple Crown winner
Miguel Cabrera struck out — just
as he did against Harvey in
spring training.
Cano crossed in front of the
mound while heading to the
dugout. and Harvey patted him.self on the chest.
"I didn't mean to. obviously,"

Harvey said. "I feel terrible. 10-15 rows deep, where it nearly
Apologies go out to him."
clipped another fan in a Cano jerCano has a bruised quadriceps
sey.
but said he'll be ready to play
Cabrera's next cut produced a
when the Yankees come out of
the All-Star break.
leadoff double in the fourth, and
"Just a little tight." Cano said. Bautista's sacrifice fly snapped a
"I'll be good for Friday."
17-inning scoreless streak for the
Wright went to the mound for
AL
that dated to Adrian
a calming chat with Harvey, who
whiffed Jose Bautista to end the Gonzalez's homer off Cliff Lee
inning.
two years ago in Arizona.
Cano's name came up all night
Baltimore's Adam Jones,
— even after he left the game. A
wearing
bright orange high-tops,
fan in a Cano shirt ran on the
field and gave himself up to secu- doubled against Lee to start the
rity near second base as players fifth and scored when Hardy beat
backed away a bit, but was tack- out a potential double
play.
led anyway to the delight of the
doubled
Kipnis
home
run
in the
a
crowd.
Cabrera's bat slipped out of eighth off Atlanta closer Craig
his hands on a swing and sailed Kimbrel
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DICE RUN
IS
STILL ON!
Although Hunter gained his
angel wings June 30th,
the benefit will still happen as
celebration of his young life.
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Registration starts 9:30 a.m.
at Pockets Shell Station in Mayfield
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Free 4-hour basic
handgun course with
hwidgun purchase!
-Your Hometown
Gun 8, Ammo Store"

an easy Iraners."Haurer

ER,9A

102 N. 5th Street • 270-761 -GUNS ,1Ht) )

$20 per rider includes 1 Dice Card,
Concert Entry and T-Shirt
(first 100 registered)
Highest Roll $200 Grand Prize • Lowest Roll $50 • 50/50
Additional Dice Cards can be purchased for $10 each

This family still has many remaining needs!
If you have any questions, please call 270-804-0440.
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$1 000 borrowed OR 0% APR for 60 months with $1667 per $1000 borrowed Sublect to approved credt through Toyota Financial Servrces Tier I. & I only (includes Hybrid) Not all
I. 0% ORR tor 38 months with $27 78 per II 000 borrowed OR 0% APR for 48 months w th $20
customers wet crualey for towest rate - see dealer for tevins and conditions 2. Toyota Financial Services St 000 Bonus/Subvention cash available on mix 2013 Carrry Gas Model ($500 Bonris'Subvention cash on new 201 3 Carnry Hybrid) and Toyota Financial Services $500
new
2013 Tundra Regular Double Cats 8 CrewMax Models May be combrned with the Toyota Fmancral Services special reduced APR brif carmol be combined with the Toyota customer cash or lease offers 3. 2013 EPA-eshBonus/Subvention cash available on new 2013 Verua and
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Legal
Notice

SAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing. LP.

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on September 13, 2009, and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $90,557.38, plus interest
from February I. 2009, costs, fees, etc., 1 shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday, July 25, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 1513 Sycamore Street. Murray. KY
42071. and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No. 3 in B 0 Langston Heights Addition to the town of Murray. Kentucky, as
shown by plat of record in Deed Book 93. Page 41. in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County, Murray, Kentucky.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Derek Pemwell, and Deborah K. Rudolph
(no status given), by virtue of a deed from Elizabeth L. Miller, single, dated July
12, 2006, recorded July 18, 2006, in Deed Book 642, Page 319, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court. (Parcel No.: 005-0-0004-00003)
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent (10% I of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

020
Notice

The City of Murray Fire Department will receive
sealed bids for a new custom aerial fire apparatus.
Specifications are available at the City of Murray
Fire Department Administration Office located at
207 South 5th St., Murray, KY 42071 or on the City
of Murray's website at wvov.murraykygov. Sealed
bids must be clearly marked "Bid-Ladder Truck" on
the outside of the envelope and delivered to the City
of Murray Fire Department Administration Office
by 100 p.m. local time on Wednesday. August 7th,
2013. Questions regarding the bid can be directed to
Eric Pologruto at 270-762-0320. The City of Murray
reserves the right to waive informalities and to
reject any and all bids.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH

Except any interest in the coal, oil. gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Subject to any and all easements, restrictions, conditions and legal highways of
record and/or in existence.

This 24th day of June. 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-C1-00464

Internet starting
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HEY YOU!

Visit Myklurray corn for
Chamber $over Coupons
from your favorite
businesses in Murray.
Lynn Grove

Self Storage
270-519-0143

MURRAY

Home Delivery

c1) Not all
ewes S500
FPA-esh ase option
ase option
DI 3 Camry

month. Call

Zip

State
Daytime Ph._ _

Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Thee'
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month tree!

•New Climate Controi
Available
.24/7 Surveillanco
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 Easi
270-975 1400 or
•
270THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.
VS.

VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of an In Rem Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 29, 2013, in the above mow,to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $73,080.77, plus interest, cost, fees, late charges. etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Thursday, July 18, 2013. at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and referred to as 105 Kirksey Road, Murray. KY 42071, and being
more particularly described as follows:
Lot Numbers 2 and 3. in the Stelladale Subdivision, as shown by plat recorded in
Deed Book No 80, Page 601. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court. said lots containing 3-1/3 acres each, or a total of 6-2/3 acres.
Being the same property conveyed to Matt Crawford and Dana Dick (now
Crawford), now married, by deed dated August 26, 2004. of record in Book 561,
Page 273, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent 110% I of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond. bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 24th day of June. 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00201
PLAINTIFF,

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.,

VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

"

DAVID E. HELSON,TASHEENA HELSON,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY.

DEFENDANTS

PLAINTIFF
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
DEFENDANS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 29, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $200.950.49, plus interest, cost, fees, late charges.
etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
July 18, 2013, at the hour of 1000 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, and referred to as 1210
Wadesbom Road, Dexter. KY 42036. and being more particularly described as follows.
Being 10.00 acres of land and being a portion of that land described in Deed Book
214. Page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and lying on
the north side of Washer Road (66'R/W) approximates 400'east of the intersection
of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in Calloway ('ounty, Kentucky and
more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a set iron pin and cap #2345 on the north right-of-way line of
Washer Road 133' north of centerline) and being located N 87 02' 46" E 389.63'
from a set PK, nail at the intersection of Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road;
.E 272.37' with a severance line to a set iron pin and cap
thence N 02' 00'42
#$2345: thence S 87° 59' 18" E 30.0'to a set iron pin and cap 12345 at the northwest corner of this tract: thence S87'59' 18" E 510.98'along the north line of this
tract to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the northeast corner of this tract; thence S
02° 3942" W 849.22'along the east line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap
#2345 on the north line of Washer Road; thence N 86° 53'48' W 531.44' along the
north line of Washer Road to the point of beginning.

Being the same property conveyed to David E. Helson, and spouse. Tasheena
lielson. from Charles F. Benzing, et ux., by deed dated September 14. 2006,
recorded on September 15, 2006, in Deed Book 661, Page 522, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent 110';) of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond. bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall he ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the 2013 ad
valorem taxes.
This 9th day of July, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
('alloway Circuit Court

Calloway County Fire Rescue, Inc.,
hereby declares its intention to borrow

This description includes a portion if the lbwn of Wadesboro per plat of record
This property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Billy Wineharger and Joy Winebarger. husband and wife, by deed dated September 27. 1996, of record in Book 238, Page
706. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent (10% )of the purchase pnce. with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, hearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall he isceriamed and paid. hut shall he sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of June, 201.3
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINTIFF

HSBC MORTGAGE SERVICES. INC,

This property is sold subject to all restrictions, easements, reservations, etc., as
set forth in Plat Book 2. Page 64. Slide 64, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

NOTICE OF SALE

BILLY W. WINEBARGER,JOY WINEBARGER.
EQUIF1RST CORPORATION.CHARLES
STEWART AND SELMA KORA,

Legal
Notice

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on September 25, 2012. and subsequent orders, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of *79.054.41, plus interest. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
July 25, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
305 Meadow Green Circle, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly
described as follows:
LOt 15 in Meadow Green Acres Subdivision as shown by plat of said subdivision
which is of record in Plat Book No. 2 at Page No. 64, Slide 64, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

CALL 753-1916

at $64.95 per

Subscribe to
The Murray
Ledger 6 Times
Today!

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on June 11, 2013,10 the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $71,064.29. plus interest, cost, fees, late charges, etc.,
1 shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday.
July 18, 2013. at the hour of 10:00 a.m.. local time. or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as
12039 State Route 121 South, New Concord, KY 42076.'Parcel No. 090-0-0015-A)
and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at an iron stake at the southeast corner of a concrete bridge which said
bridge crosses said Road 121 at the southeast corner of the property herein conveyed, thence, westwardly along the south right of way line of said State Road 121
for a distance of 301 feet to an iron stake; thence, in a southerly direction 510 feet
to an iron stake on the south bank of Beechy Creek; thence, eastwardly along said
south bank of said creek approximately 679 feet to an iron stake located on the
Simmons-Sills line: thence, northerly with said Simmons -Sills line 419 feet to an
iron stake: thence, westerly parallel with Highway 121 and along a fence 323 feet
to an iron stake; thence, north to an iron stake furs distance of 213 feet: thence.
approximately 222 feet in an easterly directioo to the point of beginning.

Bundle TV and

Legal
Maim

Legal
Notice

MATT CRAWFORD,DANA DICK
('RAWFORD. DANA DICK,

Being the same property conveyed to George E. Cullen no marital status indicated) by virtue of a deed from John L. Burkeen. and wife, Jessica C. Burkeen, dated
January 9, 2006, recorded on January 12, 2006, in Book 627. Page 658, in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days. but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent 110%1 of the purchase priLv, with the balance to he paid
in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interetit at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in thirty
1301 days. A lien shall be retained on the-property as a-dditional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

This 9th day ofJuly, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,

Invitation 'lb Bid

NOTICE OF SALE

DAVID E. CULLEN. A/K/A DAVID CULLEN,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF DAVID E. CULLEN.
A/K/A DAVID CULLEN, UNKNOWN HEIRS. DEVISEES
AND LEGATEES OF GEORGIA E CULLEN,A/K/A
GEORGIA GIBSON, A/K/A GEORGIA GIBSON CULLEN.
SPOUSES OF UNKNOWN HEIRS. DEVISEES.AND
LEGATEES OF GEORGIA E. CULLEN,A/K/A GEORGIA
GIBSON,A/K/A GEORGIA GIBSON CULLEN, MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC

010

010

010

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-C1-00595

DEUTSCHE BANK NATIONAL TRUST COMPANY.
AS TRUSTEE OF THE RESIDENTIAL ASSET SECURITIZATION
TRUST 2006-A5CB, MORTGAGE PANS-THROUGH CERTIFICATES.
SERIES 2006-E UNDER THE POOLING AND SERVICING
PLAINTIFF,
AGREEMENT,DATED APRIL 1,2006.
VS.

DEREK PEM WELL. DEBORAH K. RUDOLPH,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS.
INC., ACTING SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR QUICKEN
LOANS, INC.. AND BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY,INC.

1

Leos!
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00412

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00287

VS.

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Legal
Nolan

Legal
Notice

010

010

010

010

monies for the purpose of a capital
project acquisition.
Any concerned party should contact
Wm. C. Adams, III.
attorney for the corporation,
291 Main Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071,
1270) 753-1212, with any questions.

1E1
CONSISTENCY
AB.
ONLY $711.00
PEE INSTIL
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 7113-11110.

011MtIONME
1
A_t_10Ask about our
Display ad specials
for all your advertising needs.
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday, July 17, 2013
010

010

010
Lacast
Notkm

SUDOKU

Hs*Wanted

)RGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

Conceptis SudoKu
PLAINTIFF'.

NOTICE OF SALE

MATTHEW NORRIS, A/KJA MATTHEW N NORRIS.
HEATHER NOFtR1S, ET AL ,

Offering Golden Opportunities
0TH Positions Available Only 1 Year
Experience Required
No Canada or Mexico No Loading/Unloading
No HazMat Great Benefits
800-872-8548 www mcexpressinc corn

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on June 24, 2013. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $58,641 ID, plus interest, attorney fees, etc .1 shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at public auction in Thursday. July 25.
2013, at the hour of 10 00 a.m . local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 5373 State
Route 121 South. Murray, KY 42071. arid being more particularly described as follows
Tract A- A tract or parcel of land lying in and being a part of the Southwest
Quarter of Section 4, Township I. Range 5 East. more particularly described ;is
follows: BEGINNING at a point in the South right of way line if Kentucky
Number 121 in Calloway County, said beginning point being 30 feet Southwest if
the centerline of Kentucky Highway 121. a 60 foot right of way and which point
of beginning is the Northeast corner of the tract purchased by these grantors from
James Ed Ferns. et al, by deed of record in Microfilm Book 158. Card 2693:
THENCE North 58 degrees 36'7" West 114 92 feet to a point marked by an iron
pin; THENCE South 27 degrees 24' 15" W conveyed for the remainder oof the sides
of the tract herein conveyed): THENCE South 29 degrees 42' 45" West 160.30
feet to a point marked by an iron pin. THENCE South 45.00 feet no a point
marked by an iron object. THENCE from this point 150.00 feet more or less in a
Southwesterly direction to that point determined by the last call above referred
pnor to the returning to the point of beginning hereof The tract herein conveyed
lies East of and adjacent to the James Futrell property upon which the store
building is situated

GLENDI INC.
SINCE 1976
OWNER OPERATORS w/ Class A CDL
MUST HAVE A GOOD DRIVING RECORD.
• Paying (PC Miler - practical miles)
• Fuel Sur-Charge on all loaded miles
• Company Fuel Card with discounts at
selected fuel stops
• 98°. No touch freight
• Stop Delay, & Layover Pay
• Paid Tolls/Scale/Lumpers
• All permits provided
• Discounts on in house equip repairs
• Qual Corn at no charge to Owner Operator
• NO EAST COAST • GOOD HOME TIME

Being in all respects the same property co veyed to Matthew N Norris and wife.
Heather Norris by Deed of Conveyance fror Paul M Smith. single. dated January
28, 2008 and filed February 4,200$, of record in Book 730, rage 177. in the Office
of the Clerk of the Calloway Court.
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis oif' 311 days. hot
if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall he required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(101 ) of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond. hearing interest at 12';
per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall he retained on the property as additional security MI
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall he sold subject to the
'2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 9th day of.July, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit ('aurt

ORDINANCE NUMBER 2013-1615 An ordinary;
adopting amending the City of Murray Code of
Ordinances. $32 Departments. Boards and
COM114810TIR, specifically $32 11,13) and 32.13 to
increase the term of membership and provide
compensation to members oof the Human Rights
Commission

We BillYvik
Mayor

We June Batts
City Clerk

Summary Prepared By Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Invitation to Bid
Resurface/Repair Southwest Elementary
Parking Lot
The Calloway County Board oof Education is
accepting sealed bids to Resurfaceitepair
Southwest Elementary Parking Lot until 2-00 p m .
Wednesday. July 24. 2013. Specifications are on file
at the Board office at 2110 College Farm Road.
Murray, KY 42071 Any interested bidders may
obtain copies at that location Further information
may be obtained by calling Karen Brandon at
762-7300 The Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any and/or all Inds and
waive any irregularities in bidding.
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Practical Dental Assistant Training
Registration is now open!
First class is Sept 7th
This training course is held on Saturdays for
11 weeks allowing you to keep your present
job while you gain skills for a rewarding
career in the dental field.

Information on the class, financing
options and Registration forms
available online at
www.aMilepgclucah.com

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
Danny Larcom Heating
and Air/Electrical is looking for a motivated qualified Service Technician

*Pay based on experience
•Paid vacations
-Bonuses
-Company vehicle
with a good driving
record, good communica- -Major tools provided
tion skills and a high
•AFLAC
level of customer service
•Sign-on bonus

Danny Larcom
Come by our office or vislt
Heating & AIr/Electrical Our website to foll out an
appiication
1600 West Main Street
Union Gity, TN 38201

731-885-1021
larcomair corn

When accessing the
-help wanted- !section
on tout classifieds
wchpage .11
murrayledgerconi
you will he redirected
lo potato work corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appeal (on
this wehsite.
However. a,a national
website. not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are placed ibrinigh
the Murray Ledger
& Time, Please call
us if you base any
question, regarding
the Mmtas area
job listings Thank yi iii

DRIVERS: hiring for
SE and Mid West
Regional, Short Haul,
0TH, Also 7 on 7 oft
fleet
Home every
weekende with Great
Pay and Benefits Call
Jay it
1-855-868-2369.
SALES reps needed.
Work from home, flexible, large commision
checks, all sales contacts/leads provided
Resume to
into Opecoproducts corn
attn Dan
Secretary for medical
office needed 32 hours
per week, leading to full
time Send resume to
PO
Box
1040-0
Murray KY 42071

Hard-working? Motivated?
Responsible? Enthusiastic?
Join the Management Team with
your local Sonic Drive-In, and
success could come quickly
As a manager you may receive:
'Rapid advancement opportunities
• A comprehensive benefits package
• An extensive training program
• Flexible hours/schedules
•A fun arid friendly atmosphere
Do you have energy enthusiasm und o
track record of sales growth
creative marketing expense
management and employee
development)Now s the time to
get your career going

Drivo-In. Nov. Up.

Apply at
114 East 5th Street (Next to Cash Express)
Benton, KY 42025
270-527-0793
email hensongroup sdielive corn
www sonicdrivein corn

Equal Opportunity Employer

service positions with potential for advancement
Applicants with computer (Word & Excel) and
telephone skills and experience in telephone
sales and/or marketing are preferred
Positions require attention to detail and ability
to work with customers, co-workers, and

I

A PLACE CALLED

grile
Client Relations Manager
Requirements:
• Managerial experience
• 1 Year Healthcare or related field expenence
(no criminal background)

management. Applicants will assist with
complaints, orders, errors, account questions.
billing, cancelations and other queries
Successful employees demonstrate a strong
work ethic combined with organizational, verbal
and written communication skills

Duties:
• Oversee client/caregiver relations
• Conduct monthly/quarterly supervisory meetigs
• Executive marketing program

Murray and Hopkinsville KY
For more information call
1-877-452-2975
Send resumes to
dfisher@apchomecare.com
Fax: 731-393-0158

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

FULL and part-time
employees
wanted.
Days or nights. Apply in
person at Sonic in
Murray

PO' MERCHANDISER -

JOB 110830-stocking
"general merchandise'
items in supermarkets
in Murray/Paris 3-6
hrs/bi-wkly. $1000/ hr.
WNW ataretail com
or
925-621-4700 X 672

Secretary for medical
office needed 32 hours
per week, leading to full
time Send resume to
Box
1040-0
PO
Murray. KY 42071
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Trim
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Call
270-22

Hill El
Since
Reside
Corn
Licensed .
All jobs'
sm

430
Appliances

MMEDIATE opening
for assistant to assist
real estate executive.
You should be an
organizer, a fast learner, a positive person,
great communicator.
Good computer skills
are a must. We offer
an exciting atmosphere
in a people oriented
business. A real estate
license is a plus and/or
be willing to obtain a
license First step is to
mail your resume to
centurylob@aol.com.

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235 or
933-2653

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 270293-6999

Collector pays top $$$
eie.eter -antique cealictible .•
cameras, including collections and professional
equipment.
Leica,
Zeiss.
RollieFlex, etc. No digital
cameras.
All
.-inquieries
welcome
Will be in area 7/227/26. 956-501-6976
GOAD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and iunk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
We pay top dollar for
your used vehichle at
David Taylor Chrysler.
270-753-6448

Articles
For Sale
10x26' treated lumber
porch with screws &
metal roof. $2000 in
lumber/ $700 8x14'
treated lumber
w/
screws porch $200
270-205-2660

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Matress Sets. Still
in plastic. King $375,
Full $175.
(270)293-4121
Firewood for Sale
$45/ nck
753-6558
large treadmill About 5
years old Still runs and
looks good Has heart
rate ard pulse monitor.
$1':'0 293-0612
MOVING MUST SELL
Brown side-by-side
Kenmore refrigerator
$250. Midsize
Kenmore chest freezer
$150, Good extra size
washer & dryer $300.
Queen size red sofa
and chaise chair, like
new $400, Round
table w/ leaf & 4 nice
chairs $300 Youth bed
like new $75
270-205-4660

Real Estate
Very nice 2BR. 2BA
duplex in desirable
neighborhood.
14005q ft. Amenities
include W&D, garage
and covered patio.
270-293-0136

Houses For Rent
Sofa and Matching
Loveseat
Good
Condition - Dark Green
Color
$175
(731) 336-8460
Mobile Homes For Sale

Submit resume to:

P.O. Box 1040-U
Murray, KY 42071

7
2
9
6
4
3
1
8
5

270-05
270-$51

753-

2BR. & lot $1190000
753-6012
280
Mobile Hornet For Rent
(2)2 BR & (1)3BR No
Pets
293-6116
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
320
Apartments For Rent
1 bedroom apartments
Various
locations
-Coleman Real • Estate
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2 BR/1 BA
on Wells Ext
$500/ month
293-0638
2BR apt., some utilities
paid, no pets, $320/mo
767-9037
2BR apts for rent. No
pets
Starting
at
$525/mo. Call
270-705-0642

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR twill $145

21ilt from 407S
27e-753-x55e
1.5105 Duiguid Dr.
EDI) 1-$00-545-18.1.1
Ext. 283

cr

Equal opporturt,t,

Customer Service Representative
Local company is seeking self-motivated.
career minded individuals to fill inside customer

Answer to previous puzzle

6
7
3
4 8 7
1
8
8
9
14

Help Wanted

Want to Buy

0TH drivers Local company leasing equipment &
drivers to national account Late model trucks &
new trailers Drivers must be approved by
accounts safetyeidirector Drivers must be at least
23 years of age. no preventable accidents in the
past 3yrs. no more than 2 moving violations in the
last 12mos & no more than 3 in the last 3yrs
Must have 2yrs of 0TH exp with 1yr refrigeration
No DUI. DWI. drug or alcohol convictions No
license suspension or serious moving violation in
the last 3yrs Must pass drug screen & physical
by accounts approved physician & lab Successful
candidate that sign & complete a 5yr contract will
receive the title to their truck upon completion of
contract as a bonus
For more information call 270-293-3205

DISCLAIMER

17
5,

0'O

Call for more details
270-759-5540
between 10am-4pm lif-F

Le

141c
Lawn
Free Eel

By Rive Green

l)utliciilt LccJ ***

LESS AND EXCEPT Thirty 1301 feet err or the West side of the property dem:Hied
hereinabove This exception is for the garage apartment located in the said West
side and is not included or made a part of this conveyance
Except any interest in the coal. oil, go and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or eserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor (of the es te of said coal. uI. gas, and other mineralio. if any

,_ 38
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Murray

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based On a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers True obtect is to piace the numbers I to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each colurtic and each
3x3 bus contains the same number only once 'lie difficuity lever
ol the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

060

Lsoal

None

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 3-CI-00029

vs

Murray Ledger & Times

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFri
gam-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included
270-492-8211

Nice 2 BR duplex in
Lynn Grove 1.5 bath,
garage, large utility,
w/d,(270) 227-1743
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts

We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4980
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 0 711

1&28R houses
270-753-4109
Hazel 28R 492-8526

%Jurray I edger & lime.
Mousing Art Notice
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A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and

adverthutg tor nedlodah.ghieh

',not ins iiilation of the law All
venous arc herebt informed
that all dwelling.. Jilt erti4t1 are
at ailable 1111 ifl equal orportii
not b.f.,.
further asr.i•fante is ith
floiwarrg Adtertwang requireint
ounw I
444 low
Row I' `.!

PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Commerical Prop For Rent

2 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122
36 x 60 shop 12'door +
side entrance
Utilities included minus
gas 204 Sycamore
Ext
S350/month
(270) 293-8000
36 x 60 shop 12 door +
side entrance
Utilities included minus
gas 204 Sycamore
Ext
$350/month
(270) 293-8000
40X50 shop with office
1 mile South of Murray
A/C available
293-6430

Commercial/retail
spaces at competitive
rates conveniently
located at 400 & 404
N 4th St Plenty of
customer paved parking
Spaces ranging from
750-1500sq.ft can be
motified to meet individual business needs
270-752-0201
380
Pets & Supplies

lir

e For Rent or Lane

Pasture for Rent
11
acres
Stella
$300/month 293-4561

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
recholsenterprises net
or call 270-753-4109

ASPE
Paving,Se
& Hal
TONY '1

2 bedroom, 2 bath, 1 5
acres. large outdoor
shop, newly remodeled Puryear. TN
270-227-3802
3BED/2 bath brick
home w/ office, utility
room, sun room, deck
on 2-1/2 aces Shop.
outbuildings,
small
pond, room for horses
10
minutes
from
Murray. $142.000
270-227-3845
3BR. 2BA on 0.9acre
lot on State Line in TN
8mi from downtown
Murray. Quiet peaceful
seeting. lots of charm,
new inside & out, many
cuatom details. A must
see $129.000
270-978-0536

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

SBG Real Property
Professionals

293-7872

490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmetorsales tom
270-753-4461
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2005 Chevy Trailblazer
4WD
71,700mi , 1
owner. good condition
2005 Chrysler Pacifica
Touring front wheel
dove 132.000mi
1
owner, good condition
270-705-1780
1997 Lincoln Mark VIII
Luxury sport coupe.
V8, heated seats. 6CD
changer, sunroof. 83k
miles, new tires, battery $2500 753-9038

Boats & Motors

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton. KY
270-705-4859

APPLIANC
SERVICE
(270) 293
759-5534
Chuck Van

270-29,

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
1270)436-2858
Public Sale
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Handyman
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436-5141 •
ABLE Haul
out garage
junk & tree

Bennington
2006
2275GL Pantoon Boa
E-Tec. 4 stroke, 751W
motor, exc condition,
low hours, pop up potty
curtain, tanning platform, docking lights.
with trailer In Kentucky
Lake ready to test drive
appointments
by
Serious inquiries only
873-9916

1-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction. home &
Mobile Home repair.
decks 753-0353 Larry
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Hicks
Lawn Care
Free atimataa
uzzle
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270-853-3140
270-853-0300
Mowing S
Trimming
Call Mike
270-227-7074
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436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for,free estimate
270-226-5576

gunk&

and

Jisri,iis'rn

those prote,ted
Ingl% vu-pt .11,1
mu ,
k icltt' n hich
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APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

an equal opportu
,,oitance %all Fair
uertNing require\A\ t oun4-1

-i0MES BEAUTIFUL!
Home Cleaning
';ervices. 7yrs of exp.
27-7129.

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs.- big or
small

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pining. Sealcuating
& hauling
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256

Greg Mansfield
4C1114
1*
> i.,....
I
S
ia
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6' Continuous Gutters
Gn3at Hometown Service

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.0
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
VA3 h easie,card accivired

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

MITCHELL
EIROS.
PAVING

-Smell Landscapes etc.
'Leal Removal
*Mowing •Residential
-Edging -Commercial
•Mulching 'Insured
•Pruning 'Licensed

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
andonsured Free estt
mates. 436-2562.
227-0267

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing In kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

Striping

270-873-9916
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Used Cars

OLLAND
FOR SALES
e Finance
dmotorsales com
70-753-4461
hevy Trailblazer
71,700mi., 1
good condition.
hrysler Pacifica
g front wheel
132,000mi.. 1
good condition.
15-1780
incoln Mark VIII.
, sport coupe.
.ated seats, 6CD
er, sunroof. 83k
new tires, bat'
2500. 753-9038

Boils & Motors
Bennington
L Pantoon Boa
, 4 stroke, 75HP
, exc condition,
iUrS. pop up potty
n. tanning platdocking lights.,
alter In Kentucky
ready to test drive
appointments
S inquiries only
916
i0
Services Offered

1-978-1204
Carpentry
truction New conhon. home &
le Home repair.
. 753-0353 Larry

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights. Electricrty, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

40 yrs. experience

270-753-2905

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair.
maintenance on doors
and operators. 270293-2357

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

t,eneral Contractor

•Aiklitionc
•Kitchens A
Bathrooms
*Decks
qnsurance Work
Licensed & Insured

(270)226-5444

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
All Sji/Ves Hand Nalttri

LANDSCAPES
'Trimming Hedges •New Landscapes
*Cleaning Out Existing 'Mowing *Push
Mow Newly Sodded Yards'Suburbs &
Farming Communities *Estates
OTHER SERVICES
• tardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
Debris Cleanup 'Pressure Washing
Need References? Got'em!

*Firewood

Elliot Wright
Call/Text 270-978-8077

*Insured

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

DOUBLE TAKE
LANDSCAPES
Voted Most Reasonable!

*Stump Grinding

(270) 489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• cal\
pi. kiip,
• localt!. ov,lied/operated
759-1151 • 293-2183
293-2784

ievir"I
tA
McCU1STON
ROOF INC
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house like
ills Our house!

812 Whitnell Ave.

753-3853

g

withholding critical information.
They've made it that we're being
difficult." Crothall said.
Not everybody, mind you. hut
even strangers ha\ en't been shy
about expressing their puzzlement.
Christine Ward in Sacramento.
Calif.. landed in an unusual
pickle when she wanted to know
the gender of her first hut her
husband preferred to remain in
the dark.
"Ile wanted the traditional
experience of finding out what
the sex was at the birth," she
said. "I'm good at keeping
secrets."
Ward and Crothall agreed that
those looking for gentler-neutral
clothing and other baby gear
need to dig a little deeper. especially if they're not fond of animal or jungle themes -- or
brown.
"We're not pink-equals-girl
and blue-equals-boy people.
anyway. Fortunately, the colors
we chose for the nursery —
white, yellow and gray — are
among the more popular genderneutral choices." Ward said.
At first. she said, friends and
family were confused over their
split predicament. Among the
challenges: remembering to
refer to the baby as "kid, kiddo
or. if kicking especially hard.
'spawn.- she joked.
While expectant parents who
want to he surprised feel in the
minority. a 2007 Gallup Poll
showed them slightly on top.
Gallup asked 1,014 adults in the

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lames C. Gallimore
WWW

CLLC N

38.5 grams for one cake.
Right before it went out of
business, the predecessor company had told The AssoCiated
Press that Twinkies were ISO
calories per cake. Photos of past
boxes online also indicate the
weight to have been 42.5 grams
per cake.
A spokeswoman for Hostess,
Hannah Arnold. said in an email
Monday that the size change was
made in "mid-2012" by the predecessor company. That would
mean it happened in the months

Make sure your golf
trip includes our new
Stay and Play program at two of
Kentucky's top courses, Cherry Blossom
and Longview in
Georgetown 502-5709849 for details

COLONIAL LIFE is
seeking a manager to
market voluntary
employee benefit programs to employers
Training and leads
provided Contact
Mallory Mayhall
502-272-9670,
MMMayhall0Colonial
Life corn

AUCTIONS
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Sat July 27th 10 00
am 162 Acres Poland
Rd Scottsville. KY
Hunter's Paradise
Nice Home 2 Creeks
Barns Deer. Turkey
Great Farm Russell
Mills. Auctioneer
Sandy Mills. Broker
270-2377625
wwvu millsauctions co

HELP WANTED
NOW HIRING,
Marquette
Transportation is now
accepting applications
for Chief Engineers
and deckhand positions. Competitive pay.
benefits and 401k. 1
year strong physical
labor experience
required. Apply online
at WWW.marquettetrans.com EOE MiFIV

MISCELLANEOUS
Donate Your Car
Truck or Boat to
Heritage For The
Blind Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax
Deductible. Free
Towing. All Paperwork
Taken Care Ot 800658-4591
Meet singles right
now, No paid operators lust real people
like you Browse
greetings, exchange
messages and connect live Try it free
Call now 1 888-9792264

& Activation Call
Compare Local Deals'
1-800-2541095
SPORTING/SPORT
ING GOODS
GUN SHOW July 2021 Sat 95 & Sun 9-4
Louisville Kentucky
Fair & Expo Center
West Hall A&B (937
Phillips Lane) BuySell-Trade Info (563)
927-8176
SWIMMING POOLS
Email for a Wholesale
Do It Yourself Pool Kit
Quote Today'
sales pleasurepools corn 1-800-8213087 wsvw pleasurepools corn
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed, Learn to
drive for Werner
Enterprises' Earn
$750 per week' Local
CDL Training gets you
lob ready in 3 weeks,
1 877 243 1812

SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE! Starting at
S19.99/month (for 12
months.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels. Free
Equipment. Installation

Act Now Mid
American Truck
Driving School
Kentucky No CDL No
Problem

Advertise with us for the best results!
ix1 $75 per month
,1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

(270) 759-0890

Call 155-1916
All OW line ads are placed
online for FREE!
From pets to used cars
Check the CLASSIF1ED$
for all your needs!
753-1916

U.S. ages 18 and older where
Alan Duquette. who lives
they hypothetically stood on the near Fort Lauderdale. Ha., and
gender secret if they had "just is due Sept. 5 with her first, said
found oyt" they were has mg a she and her husband are dealing
'ilahy. --------wittrra-tatof annoying green-or-According to the poll. a rare
yellow" while shopping for
k)ok at who wants to know and
clothes for their mystery baby.
who doesn't. 51 percent said
"I feel like there are no surpristhey would wait until the baby is
es
in life anymore," she spid.
horn, while 47 percent said they
would like to know ahead of "We wanted something that was
a good surprise."
time.
Her mom got her a set of oneThe reasons tor keeping the
secret can vary, hut the vies hut didn't look thoroughly
headaches are more universal.
through the pack. "Most of them
"When it comes to clothes were like.'Daddy's Little Boy'or
we'Ne pretty much got both of something like that." Duquette
our parents on speed dial to go said. "We have a lot of jungle
Out and buy something the stuff and we do like jungle stuff.
minute we find out." said but imagine if
you didn't? It
Crothall, who shops British
would he difficult."
wehsites for a wider range of
Atlanta.
In
Monique
colors and patterns to get
Dromgoole and her husband
beyond soft pastels and boyish
also don't know the gender of
primary colors.
their
first child. She's due Sept.
"Green. ellnw and orange
layettes are usually very mascu- 25.
"I want that whole thing when
line in design and appearance."
she said.
the doctor calls out, it's a boy or
Color schemes aside, Jennifer a girl!"
Roman in Bellingham. Mass., let
But she gets a little melanthe comments slide from those choly when shopping.
resistant to the idea of deciding
"It's hard when you go in a
not to learn their baby's gender.
store and see cute little dresses
"There are people who and outfits." she
said. "Probably
responded. 'Are you crazy?' I
90 percent of the stuff is geared
don't really take it to heart." she
toward boy or girl. All my onesaid.
She went with a nature theme sics are white or gray or yellow."
Her nursery is also gray. hut
for her nursery. with a big tree
OK. "I like the gray. Pink
that's
and leaves and little birds and
owls. Her stroller is black and matches and blue matches." she
her car seat dark gray and lime said. "It's going to be an aweSome surprise.
green.

Twinkies may be smaller than people recall
YORK (AP) -NEW
Twinkies are back. hut they may
be a bit smaller than you remember.
The new owners of Hostess
have leaner operating costs now
that they're no longer using
unionized workers. It turns out
the spongy yellow cakes may
also be a little smaller than the
last Twinkies people ate.
The new boxes hitting shelves
list the cakes as having 270 calories and a weight of 77 grams for
two cakes. or 135 calories and

INSURANCE

The Backbone Of America

Team Green: keeping baby's gender a surprise
NEW YORK (AP) - While
parents-to-be always hope for a
healthy baby. finding out the
gender of a little bundle ahead of
time makes it so much more personal and fun. Or does it?
Prince William and his wife
Kate have some non-royal company in choosing not to learn
whether their first child is boy or
girl.
Heather Crothall finds herself
happily in that camp. too, and
there's even a name for it at the
mom site BabyCenter.cony
Team Green.
"We would rather be surprised." said Crothall. Due Oct.
1 with her first child, she said
her husband's into the mystery.
too, though his resolve is cracking just a bit.
"For my part. I think it's a fantastic motivation for getting
through delivery," she said by
Windsor,'
telephone
from
Ontario. just across the border
from Detroit.
While mega-fanfare awaits the
gender reveal of the latest
British royal. Crothall is looking
forward to her obstetrician's traditional poem when he delivers
her good news at birth.
Meantime, she and her husband are dealing with some serious pushhack from some loved
ones.
"I wasn't expecting nearly as
many people to be polarized as
much as they are by it. Why arc
you being selfish is really the
biggest question. It's seen as a
decision that somehow we're

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SMALL BUSINESS

EONm BEAc.

INI
I 1 INTIORA
-1
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

Give me a call - I'll give you a quote,

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

For Sale

m, 2 bath, 1.5
.rge outdoor
ewly remodear, TN
3802

GARLAND
RENTAL

270-293-4020

...Seal coating &

*Asphalt Installation

(270)978-4591
YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates 1-1.nrfor
270-227-6638

LAWN CARL
Free estimates
Call Kevin at

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

CLEAN CUT

'If you've got it, we earl store it12701 293-8480

Quality Work

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
I Estate

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TRUCKING
All
fl Neer Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170) 193-8686
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leading up to its bankruptt as
the company was trying to keep
its head above water financially.
Arnold has also said that the
longer shelf life of Twinkies
reported by The Associated
Press earlier this month was
made by the predecessor company right before it went bankrupt.
The 45-day shelf life, up from 26
days. was a separate change and
hit shelves Nov I. she said.
For retailers who request it. the
company also said it's freezing
Twinkies so stores can stamp

their own expiration dates on
them.
Twinkles and other snack
cakes were purchased by private
equity firms Apollo Global
Management and Metropoulos
& Co. after Hostess Brands said
it was closing down in
November. The firms are known
for fixing up struggling brands.
Hostess has said that Twinkies
will remain. the same price. at
S3.99 for a box of 10. Retailers
may charge different prices,
however.

IMO

ri

Ask for
Natasha or Molly
Well be
glad to help!

Horoscope by Jacqueline Bigar
DAM'BIRTHDAY for Thursday. July 18, 2013:
This year, especially early 2014, you will experience life with
renewed vigor and happiness. You could he overindulgent, partying
and socializing to the max. If you are single. you could meet someone you put on a pedestal. If you are attached, the two of you might
want to fulfill-aleingtinte dream this year. You both will he excited!
SAGITTARIUS is a workhorse who pushes you to be the same
way.
The Stars Shim the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average: 2-Su-so. 1-1)ifficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be delighted at how someone's change of attitude
can brighten your day. Good feelings and a sense of being integrated will help you get what you need done. Confirm afternoon meetings. as far as times and places.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Work with an associate in order to find out what is best to
do. You might be delighted by what emerges when you team up with
this person. Your creativity will surge, and you'll come up with effective solutions A friend helps you gain perspective.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want to try a different approach or do something
very differently. You communicate in a very effective manner. How
you see a situation could change radically because of some confusion that surrounds your domestic life.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your sense of direction takes you down a new path Be willing to handle vagueness and perhaps an overly uptight personality
You might misinterpret what a boss, older friend or relative means.
Remain optimistic, and be as direct as possible.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** You'll find that answers come quickly -- far more quickly than
you originally thought possible. A brainstorming session might
emerge from out of nowhere, and it could be instrumental in finding
the right solution. You will know when you've found the right solution
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Make calls and Set up appointments. Keep in mind that having a conversation could eliminate the need for some meetings. You
will enjoy your friends, even if you are together for more serious
matters. Make time for a get-together later.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Be aware Of the weight your words carry. You tend to be quite
articulate and incisive, but you could put off someone who makes a
difference in your life Honor your feelings. You might decide that
you are not hearing the whole story

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Do not underestimate yourself. Let go of your insecurities, even
if you feel misunderstood. Be aware of how much you are spending,
especially if it's going toward something you are not 100 percent
committed to. Listen to your instincts
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might want to understand what someone expects before
delivering what you think he or she wants. You have a tendency to
overindulge and get carried away. You'll want to keep others in mind
as you claim your power and enjoy living more
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Understand when it is more beneficial to back off, no matter
how assertive someone might seem. You will gain a new perspective by saying much less and assuming a more passive role. Listen
to news without trying to figure out the best solution.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to rethink your stance regarding a friend
You often feel as if there is something about this person that might
not be on the up-and-up Realize that you don't need to say anything, but you do need to observe More.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Assume the lead in carrying out a project. This drive will be
more likely if you feel pressured and See the benefit of completing
this project You might not completely understand what someone
says, so ask questions
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
13111 Leslie of Calloway County
prepared to serve as captain for
the American team of archers in a
worldwide event to be held in
France. the Federation of
International Target Archers 3D
World Archery Championship.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club selected
the yard of Dr. and Mrs. Roy
Helton as yard of the month for
July.
Christy Walker was the speaker
at a recent meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. She spoke about the
**Yes" school-to-work mentoring
program at Calloway County
Middle School.
The Murray MTXE girls' 16and-under softball team captured
the second place trophy at .the
Delta Border Wars Tournament
June 28-29 in Martin. Tenn.
Cadelia and Bryan Warner were
pictured reviewing the 2003-2(X).4
season brochure for the Murray
Civic Music Association's annual
concert series.
Twenty years ago
Jan Pigg of Murray was named
secretary to the Owners Advisory
Group of Medical Claims
Services of America. Inc.
Brooks A. Underwood of
Murray was the recipient of a
four-year Betsy Ross Wilcox
Memorial FFA Scholarship. He
planned to attend Murray State
University.
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
through a vote of its congregation, decided to allow the Murray
Christian Academy to rent its
facilities for the upcoming school
year. Immanuel's pastor was the
Rev. Dave Riley.
The Jeanette Storey WPSD 5th
annual Sports Against Cancer
Fishing Tournament was held
July 10 at Moor's Resort and
Marina. First place winners were
Kritt Allbritten and Todd Contri
of Murray. weighing in a 6-fish

limit of 32.36 pounds.
Thirty years ago
Jerry Caldwell captured his second championship of the Men's
Invitational Golf Tournament at
the Oaks Country Club. Mike
Holton was second and Homer
Branch was third.
Forty years ago
Gale Broach was selected as
1973 Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen. Selected as first runner-up was Cathy Mitchell and
second runner-up was Denise
Hook. Broach was also selected
as Miss Congeniality by the other
contestants in the beauty pageant.
E.J. Haverstock and Phyllis
Kain were pictured receiving
their trophies after being declared
overall winners of the four-week
couples' twilight golf tournament
at the Murray-Calloway Country
Club. Making the presentations
were Jack Shell and Richard
Knight.the tournament chairmen.
Fifty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Youth Band, directed by Phillip
Shelton and Robert Singleton.
performed at the MurrayCalloway County Fair last night.
William E. Hendon was named
to the Calloway-Marshall Area
Farmers Home Administration
committee.
The senior art exhibit of Larry
Dunn, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Dunn. opened July 15 at
the Mary Ed McCoy Gallery in
the Fine Arts Building at Murray
State College.
Sixty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. S.V. Foy of
Murray. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Yates
of Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Yates of Lone Oak all celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversaries with a dinner party
at the Foy home. Mrs. Foy and
the two Mr. Yates are siblings and
the three couples were married
July 2, 1928, in a triple wedding.

COMICS./ FEATURES
Teach children about sex
before they become active
DEAR ABBY: I became sexually active at an extremely young
age. I know my whole life would
be different, as well as my children's lives, had I just known
better. I have a 4-year-old daughter. a 7-yearold son and
a 12-year-old
stepson.
want desperately to protect
them
from making
the same mistakes I did. I
feel like the
best way to
prevent this is
to
speak
By Abigail
openly about
Van Buren
sex.
The closest anyone ever came
to speaking to me about sex was
my grandfather (of all people!).
who gave me. a Dear Abby booklet that was written to inform
kids about sex. Even though I
was embarrassed when he gave
it to me and I ran back to my
room to hide. I still read the
whole thing from front to back.
It was interesting, but unfortunately', it was too late. I have
always wished I would have been
given that booklet a couple of years
stainer.
This was about 15 years ago.
Is there any chance you know
the book I'm talking about and
where I could find a few to pass
on to my' children? Obviously'.
the family around me were not
comfortable speaking of sex.
Please know how grateful I am
even all this time later that you
provided my grandfather with a
way to reach out to me. -- GRATEFUL IN HOUSTON
DEAR GRATEFUL: Many
parents find the subject of sex a
difficult one to raise with their
children, so they postpone it. As
happened in your case, that discussion often comes after it is

Dear Abby

too late.
Because children are now
maturing at earher ages. these
discussions should be part of an
ongoing dialogue that begins
before puberty. My booklet is
written to help "break the ice"
.and start the discussion more easily. It can • be ordered by sending your name and address, plus
check or money order for $7
(U.S. funds), to Dear Abby Teen
Booklet. P.O. lilos 447, Mount
Morris.. IL 61054-0447. Shipping
and handling are included in the
price. It would be helpful for you
to review the booklet again so
you can prepare beforehand to
answer questions or guide the
conversation.
Among the important topics
included in my booklet are: "How
old must a girl be before she
can get pregnant?" "How old must
a boy be before he can father a
child?" "What time of the month
is a girl 1(10 percent safe?" and
"Can a girl get pregnant the first
time she has sex?"
Also included is a section on
various sexually transmitted diseases and what to do if you think
xou may' have one. This is extremer5 important because STDs need
to be treated right away. and not
doing so can have lifelong consequences.
Knowledge is power. Themore
information children receive, the
better they. will be prepared for
making intelligent. informed decisions.
DEAR ABBY: My husband
passed away 10 weeks ago. I
plan on wearing my wedding ring
for the remainder of my life. Your
opinion would be appreciated. -GRIEVING WIDOW IN TEXAS
DEAR GRIEVING WIDOW:
Allow me to offer my sympathy
for the loss of your husband.
Because the ring brings you comfort. you may wear it as long as
you wish.

Via DA'!
5014

Congress approved the Second
Confiscation Act, which declared
that all slaves taking refuge behind
Union lines were to be set free.
In 1938. aviator Douglas Cor.rigan took off from New York.
saying he was headed for California he ended up in Ireland,
supposedly by accident, earning
the nickname "Wrong Way Corrigan."
In 1944. during World War IL
320 men, two-thirds of them
African-Americans. were killed
when a pair of ammunition ships
exploded at the Port Chicago Naval

Magazine in California.
In 1955, Disneyland had its
opening day in Anaheim. Calif.
In 1962, the United States conducted its last atmospheric nuclear
test to date, detonating a 20-kilocode-named Little
ton des
Feller I. at 'The Nevada Test Site.
In 1975. an Apollo -spaceship
docked with ,..a Soyuz spacecraft
in orbit in the first superpower
link-up of its kind.
In 1998. Nicholas II, last of
the Romanov czars, was formally buried in Russia 80 years after
he and his family were slain.
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Strength and power training
are essential to healthy aging
DEAR DOCTOR K: What's
the difference between strength
training and power training? Do
I need both?
DEAR READER: Before I
make the distinction, let's remember why strength and power training are important. Starting at about
age 30, we start losing muscle
mass. That's called "sarcopenia."
By the time
we're 70. we
can expect to
have , lost
about 25 percent of the
muscle mass
we had at age
30. Right now,
there's little to
we
nothing
can do about
this, except to
By
exercise.
Dr. Anthony
Let's start
Komaroff
with strength
training (sometimes called resistance training or weight training).
Strength-training exercises build
uscle by harnessing resistance
against an opposing force. The
resistance can come from your
body, or from free weights, elasticized bands or specialized
machines. Putting more than the
usual amount of load on your
muscles makes them stronger.
Because the muscles being exercised are attached to underlying
bone, these exercises strengthen
bones as well.
You should do strength training on at least two non-consecutive days each week. I alternate
strength training with aerobic training. every' other day. (One day- a
week I do neither, but I'm not
recommending you diT likewise.)
Strength training isn't just for
those in search of buff bodies or
bulked-up muscles.- It also boosts
the strength needed for daily tasks
like walking a few blocks or
climbing stairs. Just about any
activity becomes easier with
stronger muscles. Particularly after

Dr. Komaroff

age 60. we are vulnerable to stumbling and falling if aging has
robbed us of strength. As you
climb stairs and your legs start
to tire, for example, with your
next step the toes of your foot
might not quite clear the stair,
causing you to stumble.
Power training is proving to
be just as important as strength
training in maintaining or restoring function. As the name suggests, power training is aimed at
increasing power.
Power is a product of both
strength and speed. Optimal power
reflects how quickly you can exert
force to produce the desired movement. Faced with a four-lane intersection, you may have enough
strength to walk across the street.
But it's power. not just strength,
that can get you across all four
lanes of traffic before the light
changes. Likewise, power can prevent falls by helping you react
swiftly if you start to lose your
balance.
As we age, muscle power fades
even more swiftly than strength
does. So exercises that can produce gains in power become especially important later in life.
Some . power moves are
strength-training exercises done at
a faster speed. Others rely' on the
use of a weighted vest. You wear
the vest while performing certain
exercises that are aimed at improving functions such as bending,
reaching. lifting and rising from
a seated position.
I've put two strength-training
exercises on my website. AskDoctorK.com. You can add an optional "power move" to reap the benefits of both strength and power
training. These activities can be
done at home or on the road, and
they require no special equipment.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the, Associated Press
ToilaY'.is Wednesday, July 17.
the 198thAkay (4,2013. There are
167 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 17. 1918, Russia's
Czar Nicholas II and his family
were executed by the Bolsheviks.'
On this date:
In 1763. American entrepreneur John Jacob Astor was born
in Walldorf in present-day` Germany.
In 1821, Spain ceded Florida
to the United States.
In 1862. during the Civil War.
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WRAT FOR?-. /SUIT YOURSELF, BUT 1 HEARD
A NEW DONUT SHOP
WE'RE ALREADY 7,
ABOUT 20 MINUTES DOWN
RUNNING LATE
THE ROAD --

SUMSTEAD . IT WAS Ma
SUPPOSED TO BE
YOU'RE
EVEN LATER 20 MINUTES DOWN
THAN USUAL THE ROAD, 5055

HEAVENLY
BISCUITS
Dear
Heloise:
love to read
your
hints,
and I remember seeing a
for
recipe
BISCUITS
WITH
YEAST.
Could you please reprint the recipe?
— Maria P. in Texas
Yes, here's the recipe for
Heloise !c Angel.Biscuits. The dough
can be made and stored for up
to three days in the refrigerator
in a covered bowl. Combine the
following ingredients:
1 package dry yeast
114 Cup Wa1711 water
2 1/2 cups flour
112 teaspoon baking soda
teaspoon salt
118 cup sugar
1/2 cup shortening
I cup buttermilk
Dissolve the yeast in the warm
water and put aside. Mix the dry
ingredients in the order they are
written above. The shortening will
need to be cut in, just like you
do with pie dough or biscuits.'
Stir in the buttermilk and yeast
mixture. Mix together until well
blended, and refrigerate in a covered bowl.

by
Heloise

When you are ready to make
the biscuits. place the dough on
a floured board and knead it lightly. Roll the dough out and cut
with a biscuit cutter. Place the
bi.scuits in a greased pan. Let the
dough rise slightly before baking
in a 4(X) F oven for 12-15 minutes. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
TASTY TAPENADE
Dear Readers: We were discussing tapenade in Heloise Central. and found that some in the
office didn't know what it is. Here
are the details. for making this
easy and tasty spread.
Tapestades are thick spreads that
come from the Provence region
of France. They typically are made
with olives (mainly with black or
green),anchovies,olive oil and garlic. Other ingredients can be added.
such as capers. onions and various seasonings. This spread can
be served as an appetizer. eaten
on slices. of bread or even on
sandwiches. — Heloise
SUCED BERRIES
Dear Heloise: I enjoy making
homemade strawberry' preserves.
but I spent so much time slicing
the berries after washing and

hulling them. I got out my onion
chopper (the kind that you put
half an onion on. push down and
it dices the onion). I found that
I could chop the berries as fast
as 1 could'putanother one on the
dicer, and the tray under it catches the sliced berries. They were
made into little square pieces. perfect for preserves and ready in
no time. — Virginia in Arkansas
BUG CONTROL
Dear Heloise: Here in the
Northeast during the summer, we
like to eat a lot of meals outside
on the deck (especially dinner).
To keep bugs and other unwanted items from falling into the
food. I lay a splatter screen over
the top of the bowls. The food
stays protected, and the screen
handle provides easy access to the
food for both children and adults.
— Susan W. in Pennsylvania
ADDED EGG
Dear Heloise: 1 love to make
tuna salad and chicken salad with'
hard-boiled eggs as an ingredient.
Sometimes I don't already have
boiled eggs in the refrigerator and
don't want to take the time to
boil one. I now quickly scramble
an egg and chop it before adding
it to the salad! — Regina D.. via
email
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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